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Abstract

We examine the consequences of vote transparency in committees whose members
fear being blamed by interested observers for casting an unfavorable vote. We show that
while individually undesirable, such social pressure can improve the collective decision
by mitigating a voting externality. Hence, organizations may adopt public voting when
the fear of blame is too little, and secret voting when the fear is too much. We also show
that public voting is particularly desirable in committees with overly biased members
or overly biased voting rules against the alternative. Anecdotal evidence supports our
findings.
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“The human being is a social animal.”– Aristotle, Politics

1 Introduction

Many economic, social, and political issues are decided by committees. Notable examples

include job promotions, jury trials, and legislative bills. Perhaps, the greatest advantage of a

committee is to draw upon the diverse expertise of its members. Therefore, it seems plain and

only democratic that committee members convey their expert opinions freely without feeling
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pressured by interested observers such as job candidates, defendants, and party leaders. In-

deed, there is substantial evidence that decision-makers care about social pressure and would

take costly measures to avoid it.1 In this paper, we argue that while it may be individually un-

desirable for a committee member, social pressure exerted by an interested observer can lead

to better collective decisions by correcting for a voting externality. As a result, we find that

organizations may institute more transparent voting to increase social pressure on committee

members when it is too low, and less transparent voting when it is too high. Our finding is

supported by anecdotal evidence, which we discuss below.

Our base model features a group of experts who vote whether or not to accept a complex,

multi-dimensional project by unanimous consent. For instance, job promotion in academia

may involve research, teaching, and service aspects, while a healthcare bill may affect several

states. Given his specialty, each expert privately evaluates the quality of only one dimension

and is biased toward this dimension. We depart from the extant literature (see below) by as-

suming that besides the decision on the project, each expert is concerned about being blamed

by an interested Bayesian observer (e.g., the job candidate, the defendant, or the party leader)

for casting an unfavorable vote on the project so far as his vote can be inferred.2 Hence, so-

cial pressure that experts may feel depends crucially on the transparency of the vote, and

we initially compare two such procedures: public vs. secret voting, whereby either the entire

vote profile or only the committee’s decision is disclosed to the observer. We assume that the

disclosure regime is chosen at an ex ante stage by an uninformed planner who, perhaps hav-

ing the greater society in mind, maximizes the average quality of projects without worrying

directly about the potential blame faced by the committee.

Our first observation is that in a blame-free environment, each biased expert would be too

demanding on his dimension of the project in that he would excessively vote down an other-

wise high-quality project. Indeed, to correct for this negative “voting externality,” the planner

would optimally dictate each expert to lower his acceptance standard. In practice, though, the

1The evidence on social pressure covers a variety of settings: decision-making by committee (Gole and Quinn,
2016; Harmon et al. 2018), voter turnout (Gerber et al. 2008; DellaVigna et al. 2017), charitable giving (Dana et al.
2006; DellaVigna et al. 2012), referee favoritism in soccer (Garicano et al., 2005), and teamwork (Mas and Moretti,
2009), among others.

2Gurdal et al.(2013) define blame as “the channeling of negative feelings produced by an undesirable event
toward someone associated with that event.” Our take on blame is consistent with this definition. It is also con-
sistent with the definition of Celen et al.’s (2017) based on “a counterfactual, i.e., imagining what you would have
done if you were in the position of the person whose actions you are judging” in that in our model, the observer’s
high opinion of his project is common knowledge among the committee members. The observer’s high opinion
of his project further implies that upon its rejection, he is likely to be frustrated and blame the No voters, which is
also in line with Battigalli et al.’s (2018) theory of “anger from blaming behavior.”
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planner cannot dictate experts’ voting strategies because of their private knowledge about the

issue, but she can influence them through social pressure. In general, anticipating blame for

an unfavorable vote, each expert would relax his acceptance standard and do so more under

public voting, since secrecy allows him to share the blame with the rest of the committee. We,

therefore, find that if experts worry little about the blame, the planner strictly prefers public

voting to amplify their worries “at the margin” whereas if their concern for blame is signif-

icant, the planner strictly prefers secret voting to diminish their concern.3 Hence, there is an

optimal level of social pressure that the planner wants for committee members to mitigate the

voting externality.

Given that the planner does not share the experts’ dislike for blame, her optimal disclo-

sure policy raises an obvious question: would the committee oppose to public voting? Inter-

estingly, the answer is No. We show that if asked ex ante, before the arrival of any project,

the committee members would strictly support public voting whenever it is the planner’s

choice. The reason is that by reducing the likelihood of an unfavorable vote, public voting

also reduces the expected blame for a committee member due to his vote. Thus, any tension

between the planner and the committee must be about decreasing transparency rather than

increasing it.

To isolate social pressure as the unique source of strategic voting and easily compare the

voting procedures, we have made four main assumptions in the base model: an all-or-nothing

disclosure regime; experts with strong specialty biases; the unanimity rule for consensus; and

a single observer. We relax each assumption in Section 5 and establish the robustness of our

main results, though new insights emerge. We show that for a moderate level of blame, a

partially public voting regime, whereby only the vote count is revealed to the outside observer,

would strictly dominate the two extreme disclosure regimes. We then extend our analysis

to less biased experts who also weigh other dimensions of the project, creating an additional

source of strategic voting as in Moldovanu and Shi (2013). In particular, we find that with

such interdependent preferences, experts lower their acceptance standards, the less biased

they are toward their expertise, diminishing the planner’s need for social pressure to correct

for the voting externality mentioned above. As such, all else equal, we predict more trans-

parent voting in committees that contain more biased experts. By considering general voting

rules, we also confirm the optimality of public voting when, as with unanimity, the majority

3By “at the margin,” we refer to the committee member who would be indifferent between accepting and
rejecting the project. Our definition will, of course, be more precise in the formal analysis.
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required for the project’s approval is sufficiently strong, and the concern for blame is, again,

too low. When the majority requirement is sufficiently weak, however, secret voting is always

optimal, since the planner is primarily concerned about the over-acceptance of the project in

this case.

We also obtain qualitatively similar results to the base model when there is a second ob-

server who is against the project. We show that with two observers, what matters for an expert

is the net blame. Hence, if, unlike in the base model, experts were blamed more for a favor-

able vote on the project, then secret voting would be optimal to prevent the over-rejection of

the project. In some applications, it is, however, possible that the second observer is social-

minded: he blames the committee members only when their votes do not match the ex post

value of the project. Specifically, he blames an expert for an unfavorable vote on a socially

desirable project as well as for a favorable vote on a socially undesirable project. We find that

the presence of the social-minded observer points to secret voting. This is because, fearing

ex post mistakes, experts are less willing to vote strategically, i.e., against their signals, under

public voting, which does not serve the planner’s objective to mitigate the voting externality

mentioned above. Strategic voting is more pronounced under secret voting owing to the ob-

server’s need to infer the individual vote from the committee’s decision in assigning blame.

Nevertheless, even with secret voting, we conclude that the social observer is no substitute

for the social planner who wants to minimize mistakes from an ex ante perspective.

Anecdotal evidence. There is strong anecdotal evidence that corroborates our results. In

the United States, the meetings of organizations, clubs, legislative bodies, and other delib-

erative assemblies are often governed by Robert’s Rules of Order, first introduced by Henry

Martyn Robert in 1876.4 According to Robert’s Rules, the usual method of voting is by the

voice or show of hands; however, a secret ballot is recommended in the circumstances such as

“the reception of members, elections, and trials of members and officers,” which apparently

entail high peer pressure for the committee.5 For instance, the National Academy of Sciences

and the American Kennel Club elect new members by a secret ballot. In this vein, T. Boone

Pickens, an American business magnate, has recently lobbied for legislation to ensure confi-

dential votes for shareholders. Pickens argues that shareholders would be more inclined to

vote against the board of directors in a secret ballot (Ellerbach, 2018). The issue of vote trans-

4For the latest edition, see Robert et al. (2011).
5Although Robert’s Rules do not directly address how the committee vote should be disclosed to interested

outsiders, it is, arguably, more likely to leak when cast by the show of hands than by a secret ballot.
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parency is also paramount in the judicial system. The courts typically release the identities of

jurors both to the involved parties and to the news media, enabling post-verdict interviews.

However, since the 1977 trial of United States v. Barnes – the leader of a large drug traffick-

ing network, – the courts have increasingly embraced fully anonymous juries in cases where

the jurors’ fear of retaliation by the defendants would be significant.6 In legislative bodies,

all voting is a matter of public record. Although such transparency allows the party leaders

to arm-twist their members, our investigation suggests that it may, nevertheless, be optimal

so long as lawmakers do not care too much about an ex post unpopular vote. Last, but not

least, in academia, colleges seem to leave the level of transparency to individual departments.

For instance, the Stanford University policy “allows for secret or open ballots on promotions.

Departments should adopt one system and apply it consistently in all cases.”7

Related Literature. Aside from the papers cited above, our paper is related to those

on committee voting with “mixed motives”: besides the decision, each member may care

about, e.g., being on the winning side (Callander, 2008), expressing his ideology (Morgan

and Vardy, 2012), or ex post decision errors (Midjord et al. 2017). The non-instrumental mo-

tive in these papers is, however, purely internal, so transparency is a nonissue. As such, our

work is more related to a large theoretical literature that examines the choice between pub-

lic and secret voting. Most of this literature investigates vote transparency in the context of

experts’ reputational concerns – either reputation for precision/expertise; e.g., Ottaviani and

Sørensen (2001), Levy (2007), Visser and Swank (2007, 2013), Meade and Stasavage (2008),

Gersbach and Hahn (2008, 2012), Fehler and Hughes (2018) and Mattozzi and Nakaguma

(2019), or reputation for preferences such as being social-minded; e.g., Gersbach and Hahn

(2004), Stasavage (2007) and Ali and Lin (2013). Nevertheless, there are some studies where

vote transparency affects a non-reputational motive. For instance, Malenko (2014) analyzes a

common-value setting in which experts have a preference for conformity. She demonstrates

that public voting may promote costly communication in the committee as it allows mem-

bers to avoid being among the dissidents.8 In our model, such pre-voting communication

would be less effective since committee members possess pure private values for the project.

Gradwohl (2018) adds a direct preference for privacy to a Condorcet Jury model (with com-

mon values). He finds that public voting is socially optimal because by rendering privacy

6See <www.rcfp.org/journals/news-media-and-law-summer-2016/right-access-juror-names-an/>.
7See <https://facultyaffairs-humsci.stanford.edu/handbook/chapter-4-promotion-full-tenure-line>.
8Gole and Quinn (2016) also investigate conformity in committees and show that members may overweigh

public information to coordinate their votes. They, however, do not consider vote transparency.
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irrelevant, it induces nonstrategic voting, and that voter privacy may be best insured under

partially public voting. Our model is different from his in two respects. First, voting is al-

ways strategic under blame avoidance, and depending on the level of blame, each disclosure

regime can be socially optimal. Second, voting aggregates preferences – not information –

in our model; as such, our setup is more in line with those of Albrecht et al. (2010) and

Moldovanu and Shi (2013). These papers study a collective search problem with pure private

(or more generally, interdependent) values for the project, which our static setup builds on.

Last, but not least, Chemmanur and Fedaseyau (2017) examine a board’s decision whether or

not to fire the CEO (an outside observer), taking into account the possibility that each board

member may face retaliation for dissent if the CEO is retained. They, however, do not explore

transparency as an institution.

More broadly, the impact of social pressure in our model is reminiscent of the literature on

vote buying. In particular, Dal Bo (2007) finds that the committee can be captured at virtually

no cost if the voting is public while Seidmann (2011) and Name-Correa and Yildirim (2018)

argue that secret voting and committee size can help deter capture. Unlike this literature,

social pressure cannot be controlled by the interested observer in the current study,9 and vote

transparency may improve the collective decision. Our paper is also reminiscent of the recent

work on persuasion in voting. Specifically, Chan et al. (2019) establish that a self-interested

sender can design the information structure so that each voter is persuaded to be pivotal in

the passage of the alternative that entails a reputational (or political) cost. In contrast, the

self-interested observer in our model would persuade each expert to be non-pivotal so that

he would focus more on blame avoidance and vote affirmatively.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we lay out the

base model. In Section 3, we characterize the optimal and equilibrium voting strategies un-

der alternative disclosure regimes, followed by a comparison of them to establish the optimal

disclosure in Section 4. In Section 5, we extend the analysis to partially public voting, interde-

pendent valuations, general voting rules, and multiple observers. Section 6 concludes. Proofs

of all formal results are relegated to an appendix.

9For instance, even if a job candidate does not approach the committee, its members may still feel pressure due
to cultural ties and shared characteristics.
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2 The base model

A committee of n > 1 risk-neutral experts indexed by i = 1, 2, ..., n must decide whether or

not to accept a complex, n-dimensional “project”; e.g., an academic job promotion involving

research, teaching, and service aspects, or a healthcare bill affecting several states. Based

on his specialization, expert i can evaluate only the quality of dimension i, which yields a

private signal si independently drawn from a continuous distribution on a bounded support

[sL, sH ] ⊂ R. Let F and f be the cumulative and probability density functions of the signal

distribution. For technical convenience, we assume f > 0 on [sL, sH ] and normalize the mean

signal to 0.10 In the analysis, we frequently illustrate our results with the uniform distribution,

U[−1, 1].

In the base model, expert i is assumed to be biased toward his specialty in that his valua-

tion of the project is his signal:

vi = si.

This assumption of pure private values for experts allows us to isolate the effect of social

issues on their voting behaviors, though our results readily extend in Section 5.2 to interde-

pendent valuations, where each expert also weighs others’ information. Upon observing their

private signals, the committee members simultaneously vote Yes (1) or No (0) on the project.

Let σi : [sL, sH ]→ {0, 1} be expert i’s voting strategy and σ = (σ1, ..., σn) be the resulting vote

profile. The project is accepted if the vote is unanimous; i.e., σi = 1 for all i. The unanimity

rule helps us fix ideas, but our main results generalize to majority rules in Section 5.3.11 Let

ρ ∈ {0, 1} be the committee’s decision on the project such that ρ = 1 refers to its acceptance.

A rejected project yields a status quo payoff of vi = 0, which, together with the expected sig-

nal of 0, implies that absent the social issues, experts would ex ante be indifferent between the

project and the status quo in our setup.

The main departure of our setup from the literature is that in addition to the decision on

the project, ρ, expert i cares about being blamed by an interested Bayesian observer, e.g., a

job candidate or the party leader, for casting a No vote. In particular, expert i is assumed

to receive a fixed disutility b > 0 to the extent that the observer, whose sole objective is the

10The strictly positive density is occasionally used in the limit results while the normalization of the mean helps
establish an interior social optimum for all voting rules; otherwise, the committee would be of no social value.

11For real-world applications of the unanimity rule in committee decisions, see, e.g., Bond and Eraslan (2010),
Alonso and Camara (2016), and Breitmoser and Valasek (2018).
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project’s approval, learns or infers that σi = 0.12 That inference, however, will depend on

the disclosure regime, d, adopted by the organization, and we initially compare two such

regimes: public voting (PV) vs. secret voting (SV), whereby the information disclosed to the

observer, denoted by Id, is either IPV = σ (the entire vote profile) or ISV = ρ (the commit-

tee’s decision only). We assume that an uninformed planner, representing the organization,

publicly commits to the disclosure regime at the outset prior to the arrival of any project. The

planner is social-minded in that her payoff from the project is its average quality:

w =
∑i si

n
, (1)

and as with the experts, her payoff from the status quo is normalized to 0. From (1), it is clear

that the planner has a direct preference only for the project, but she will take social issues

facing experts into account through their equilibrium strategies. It is also clear that besides

maximizing the average quality of the project, the planner can be considered as a utilitarian

player, aggregating the preferences of committee members for the project; i.e., w = (∑i vi) /n.

To summarize, the timing and information structure in our model runs as follows.

• The planner publicly announces the disclosure regime, d ∈ {PV, SV}.

• Expert i privately learns his signal, si, independently drawn from F.

• The experts simultaneously vote Yes or No on the project.

• The planner discloses the information, Id ∈ {σ, ρ}, to the observer, who then assigns

blame on the committee.

As is common in the literature, we solve for the symmetric Bayesian-Nash equilibrium of

the voting game, which, given ex ante symmetric experts, appears reasonable. We begin our

analysis by characterizing the optimal and equilibrium voting strategies under alternative

disclosure regimes and then examine the planner’s disclosure choice.

3 Analysis

Note that if experts did not worry about the blame, i.e., b = 0, then, given pure private values,

i.e., vi = si, and the status-quo payoff of 0, each would follow a simple dominant strategy:

12We explore the possibility of the blame for a Yes vote in Section 5.4, and the possibility of heterogenous
disutilities from blame across committee members in Appendix B.
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accept the project if si > 0, and reject it otherwise. That is, each expert would demand a

quality standard no less than the status quo for his dimension of the project. This strategy,

however, is not optimal for the planner who values all dimensions. To see why, we first

establish a socially optimal benchmark.

3.1 Social optimum

Suppose that the experts’ signals are public and the planner could dictate the cutoff, x, for the

votes such that expert i would approve the project nonstrategically whenever si > x.13 Then,

with the unanimity rule and i.i.d. signals, the project would be approved with probability

[1− F(x)]n, and in turn, the planner’s expected welfare would be

w(x, n) = [1− F(x)]n
(

nE[s|s > x]
n

)
(2)

= [1− F(x)]n−1
∫ sH

x
sdF(s),

where E[.] is the usual expectation operator, and E[s|s > x] =
∫ sH

x sdF(s)
1−F(x) is the expected signal

conditional on a Yes vote. For an easier comparison with equilibrium strategies later, we often

find it more convenient to write the planner’s welfare as a function of the probability of an

affirmative vote: φ = 1− F(x). Thus, using (2), the planner’s optimal voting problem can be

stated as:

max
φ∈[0,1]

w(φ, n) = φn−1
∫ sH

F−1(1−φ)
sdF(s). (3)

From (3), it is evident that the planner trades off the likelihood of a consensus and the sig-

nal value of a Yes vote. Since the expected signal is normalized to 0, i.e.,
∫ sH

sL
sdF(s) = 0, (3)

implies that w(φ, n) ≥ 0 for all φ. Clearly, w(0, n) = w(1, n) = 0, so the planner obtains

the lowest welfare when she has the committee members always accept or always reject the

project. She can, however, do better. In particular, by setting φ = 1− F(0) (or equivalently,

x = 0), the planner can guarantee strictly positive welfare: w(1− F(0), n) > 0. By truncat-

ing negative signals, this voting strategy maximizes the signal value of a Yes vote, namely∫ sH
F−1(1−φ) sdF(s), but it also induces too frequent rejection of the project. To verify the latter,

13Our social optimum is second-best because we restrict attention to simple voting mechanisms. In particular,
we assume away the issue of a strategic delegation to the committee (e.g., Garfagnini et al. 2014) and the issue of
an optimal voting mechanism (e.g., Gershkov et al. 2017). Nevertheless, our benchmark will serve our purpose
when comparing equilibrium voting under alternative disclosure regimes.
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differentiate (3) with respect to φ and observe that

wφ(1− F(0), n) ∝ (n− 1)
∫ sH

0
sdF(s) > 0, (4)

where subscripts of a function refer to partial derivatives throughout. Hence, the planner

would optimally choose φ strictly above 1− F(0); or equivalently, she would optimally choose

an acceptance standard strictly below 0 for each expert. Note that the planner relaxes the ac-

ceptance standard to correct for a negative “voting externality” in the committee in case one

expert draws a small negative signal and blocks an overall high-quality project under the una-

nimity rule. (4) implies that the magnitude of this externality multiplies with the committee

size, leading the planner to lower the voting standard in a larger committee, as we establish

in Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 There is a unique and interior solution, φo(n) ∈ (1− F(0), 1), to (3). Moreover,

(a) the optimal probability that an expert votes affirmatively, φo(n), is strictly increasing in the

committee size, n, and converges to 1 as n→ ∞,

(b) the optimal probability that the committee approves the project converges to 1
e ≈ .37; i.e.,

(φo(n))n → 1
e as n→ ∞.

The uniqueness follows because w(φ, n) is single-peaked in φ, stemming from the trade-

off mentioned above for (3). Lemma 1 adds to our intuition that as the committee size becomes

large, the optimal probability of a Yes vote approaches 1 while the probability of the project’s

approval remains bounded away from 1. To illustrate, let si ∼ U[−1, 1]. Then, w(φ, n) =

φn(1− φ) and thus, φo(n) = n
n+1 .

It is worth noting that the optimal voting strategy, φo(n), is independent of the disclo-

sure regime since by assumption, the planner is not directly concerned about the committee’s

exposure to social pressure. In practice, though, the planner cannot dictate experts’ voting

strategies because their signals are private. Moreover, in the presence of social pressure, vot-

ing is likely to be strategic and depend on whether it is public or secretive, which we turn

to in the next two subsections. Before characterizing the equilibrium, however, it is useful to

introduce some notation for blame.

Let φd be the equilibrium probability that a given expert votes Yes under the disclosure

regime d. Then, conditional on equilibrium strategies and the ex post information, Id, the

10



outside observer blames expert i for a No vote with probability:

βd
i (Id) ≡ Pr{σi = 0|Id, φd}. (5)

Under public voting, since each vote can be identified, it is immediate that

βPV
i (σi = 1, σ−i) = 0 = 1− βPV

i (σi = 0, σ−i), (6)

where σ−i ≡ (σ1, ..., σi−1, σi+1, ..., σn) as usual. On the other hand, under secret voting,

βSV
i (ρ = 1) = 0 and by Bayes’ rule,

βSV
i (ρ = 0) ≡ Pr{σi = 0|ρ = 0, φSV} (7)

=
Pr{σi = 0 and ρ = 0|φSV}

Pr{ρ = 0|φSV}

=
1− φSV

1−
(
φSV)n .

In particular, under secret voting, if the project is approved (with the unanimous vote), no

blame is shed on experts, but if it is rejected, the observer is unable to identify the No voters

and assigns blame according to Bayes’ rule.14

3.2 Public voting

Suppose that at the outset, the planner publicly commits to disclosing each vote; i.e., d = PV

and IPV = σ. Then, in equilibrium, expert i votes Yes if it is in his best interest conditional on

being pivotal, namely, if:(
φPV

)n−1
si − βPV

i (σi = 1, σ−i)b > −βPV
i (σi = 0, σ−i)b,

which, given (6), reduces to: (
φPV

)n−1
si > −b. (8)

(8) says that conditional on being pivotal, which occurs with probability
(
φPV)n−1, expert i

trades off his expected payoff from voting Yes, thereby inducing the project’s approval and

avoiding blame, against his expected payoff from voting No, thereby inducing the project’s

14We assume that with anonymous voting, experts have no credible way of communicating their votes to the
outside observer. In fact, to avoid blame, all would have an incentive to claim to have cast a Yes vote.
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disapproval and receiving the disutility b for his unfavorable vote. From (8), the following

indifference condition must, therefore, hold in equilibrium:

φPV = 1− F

(
− b(

φPV)n−1

)
. (9)

Let φPV = φPV(n, b) be a solution to (9), which also constitutes an equilibrium.15

Lemma 2 There is a unique equilibrium under public voting. In equilibrium, the probability of an

affirmative vote, φPV(n, b), is increasing in both blame, b, and committee size, n, with φPV → 1 and(
φPV)n → min{ b

|sL| , 1} as n→ ∞.

The fact that an expert lowers his acceptance standard in response to higher social pres-

sure, b, is intuitive. To understand why he also lowers it in a larger group, simply note from

(9) that each vote becomes less pivotal; i.e.,
(
φPV)n−1 is decreasing in n, which, from (8), im-

plies that the expert pays more attention to blame avoidance. Nonetheless, Lemma 2 indicates

that blame avoidance never becomes the sole motive for voting in equilibrium since the prob-

ability of being pivotal, as well as the probability of the project’s approval,
(
φPV)n, remains

significant in the limit.16

3.3 Secret voting

Suppose now that only the committee’s decision is disclosed to the outside observer; i.e.,

d = SV and ISV = ρ. Then, in equilibrium, anticipating the observer’s beliefs, βSV
i (ρ), as well

as others’ voting strategies, φSV , expert i votes Yes if:(
φSV

)n−1
si +

(
1−

(
φSV

)n−1
)(
−βSV

i (ρ = 0)b
)
> −βSV

i (ρ = 0)b. (10)

Inspecting the left-hand side of (10), it is clear that when expert i votes Yes, two outcomes can

occur: first, with probability
(
φSV)n−1, the project is accepted, in which case expert i receives

his payoff si and takes no blame (since βSV
i (ρ = 1) = 0 under the unanimous agreement);

and second, with probability 1−
(
φSV)n−1, the project is rejected by someone else’s vote, but

expert i shares the blame. The right-hand side of (10) indicates that expert i also shares the

15Recall that we focus on symmetric equilibrium throughout.
16The unanimity rule plays a role in this limit observation, but most of our main results are robust to majority

rules in a finite committee, as we show in Section 5.3.
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blame when it is his No vote that leads to the project’s rejection. Arranging terms, (10) reduces

to: (
φSV

)n−1
si >

(
φSV

)n−1 (
−βSV

i (ρ = 0)b
)

, (11)

so the net effect of blame-sharing for expert i is positive at the margin and proportional to

the probability of being pivotal.17 Canceling the term
(
φSV)n−1 on both sides, (11) further

reduces to:

si > −βSV
i (ρ = 0)b. (12)

Inserting the observer’s belief βSV
i (ρ = 0) from (7), (12) implies the following indifference

condition in equilibrium:

φSV = 1− F

(
− 1− φSV

1−
(
φSV)n b

)
. (13)

Let φSV = φSV(n, b) be a solution to (13).

Lemma 3 There is a unique equilibrium under secret voting. In equilibrium, the probability of an

affirmative vote, φSV(n, b), is increasing in blame, b, but decreasing in committee size, n, with φSV →
φ`(b) ∈ (1− F(0), 1) and

(
φSV)n → 0 as n→ ∞.

Lemma 3 highlights the role of blame-sharing under secret voting as, unlike public voting,

each expert now raises his acceptance standard toward the no-blame standard of 0 in a larger

committee and thus, is less likely to vote Yes. More interestingly, the acceptance standard

never reaches 0 (i.e., φSV > 1− F(0)), indicating that even in the largest committee, experts

would remain concerned about social issues under secret voting. The reason is that the project

is very likely to be rejected in a large committee (in fact, with probability 1 in the limit), and

each vote can be responsible for this negative outcome with a significant probability; i.e.,

βSV
i (ρ = 0)→ 1− φ`(b).

From Lemmas 2 and 3, the following conclusion is immediate.

Corollary 1 Each expert is more likely to accept the project under public voting; i.e., φSV(n, b) ≤
φPV(n, b), with strict inequality whenever φSV(n, b) < 1.

The corollary follows because from (9) and (13), we have that φSV ≤ 1− F(−b) ≤ φPV . In-

tuitively, public voting increases the experts’ concern for blame at the margin, i.e., 1

(φPV)
n−1 ≥ 1

17These insights are not specific to the unanimity rule, as we show in Section 5.3.
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whereas secret voting decreases it, i.e., 1−φSV

1−(φSV)
n ≤ 1. This result implies that the outside ob-

server, who always wants the project to be approved by assumption, prefers public voting.

Next, we examine when that is also the planner’s choice.

4 Optimal disclosure

As identified in Lemma 1, a major concern for the planner is to alleviate the negative voting

externality in the committee. In particular, the planner would want the experts to lower their

acceptance standards below 0 – the standard with no social issues. Lemmas 2 and 3 show

that social pressure helps with this objective, but as our next result formalizes, it must be

proportional to the total externality.

Lemma 4 Fix the committee size, n. Then, for disclosure regime d, there are unique levels of blame

0 < bd(n) < b
d
(n) < ∞ such that the planner’s welfare is strictly increasing in blame, b, for

b < bd(n), strictly decreasing in b for bd(n) < b < b
d
(n), and constant at 0 for b ≥ b

d
(n).

That is, regardless of the disclosure regime, some social pressure on experts is desirable

by the planner. Depending on the committee size and disclosure regime, however, social

pressure may be too much if it engenders a probability of acceptance higher than optimal. In

principle, though, the planner cannot choose experts’ preferences for blame, b, but she can

amplify or diminish its effect on their decisions by the transparency of voting, as Proposition

1 shows and Figure 1 illustrates for n = 2 and si ∼ U[−1, 1].

Proposition 1 Fix the committee size, n. Then, there exist unique levels of blame 0 < bL(n) <

bM(n) < bH(n) < ∞ such that the planner strictly prefers public voting for b ≤ bL(n), and secret

voting for bM(n) ≤ b < bH(n). For b ≥ bH(n), the planner is indifferent since φPV(n, b) =

φSV(n, b) = 1.

Intuitively, when experts care little about being blamed for a No vote (b ≤ bL(n)), the plan-

ner would commit to exposing their votes so that they would further lower their acceptance

standards and come closer to optimal voting. Conversely, when being blamed is already a

significant concern for experts (bM(n) ≤ b < bH(n)), the planner would commit to keeping

their votes anonymous, so their concern is diminished, and voting is, again, brought closer to

being optimal. The planner’s disclosure choice depends on the signal distribution for moder-

ate levels of blame (bL(n) < b < bM(n)), since public voting induces over-acceptance while
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secret voting induces over-rejection of the project. And it is irrelevant at very high levels of

blame (b ≥ bH(n)), since experts avoid the blame by voting Yes with certainty.

Remark 1 (Heterogenous preferences for blame) In the model, we assume that committee members

have the same disutility, b, from blame. In Appendix B, we show that under a mild distributional

condition (e.g., an increasing hazard rate), Proposition 1 is robust to “small” heterogeneity in their

preferences. In particular, public voting is strictly optimal if bi ≤ b̃L(n) for all i, where 0 < b̃L(n) <

∞. The distributional condition guarantees that despite the heterogeneity, the optimal voting strategy

is symmetric across committee members, which facilitates our formal argument.

An alternative way of understanding the planner’s disclosure choice is to consider a cross-

section of committee sizes, perhaps, referring to the complexity or dimensionality of projects

being considered. Drawing upon the comparative statics with respect to the committee size

in Lemmas 1-3, we reach the following conclusion.

Proposition 2 Suppose b
|sL| <

1
e . Then, there exist real numbers 1 < nL(b) < nH(b) < ∞ such

that the planner strictly prefers secret voting for a sufficiently small committee, n ≤ nL(b), and public

voting for a sufficiently large committee, n ≥ nH(b).

Proposition 2, which is also depicted in Figure 2, reveals that the planner strictly prefers

secret voting if the committee is small enough (n ≤ nL(b)). The reason is that in a small
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committee, the total negative externality imposed by each No vote is also small. Thus, blame

induces over-acceptance of the project, which the planner mitigates by secret voting. On the

other hand, if the committee is sufficiently large (n ≥ nH(b)), the total externality becomes

significant and leads to over-rejection of the project when the blame is not too high ( b
|sL| <

1
e ).

In this case, the planner opts for public voting to amplify the effect of blame.18 Finally, if

the committee is of moderate size (nL(b) < n < nH(b)), secret voting induces over-rejection

of the project whereas public voting may induce over-acceptance, so the optimal disclosure

depends also on the signal distribution.

It is worth pointing out here that the unanimity rule plays a role in the value of trans-

parency in large committees since votes remain pivotal. In Section 5.3, we disentangle the

effect of the voting rule from the committee size. Specifically, we show in Proposition 7 that

for any majority rule, there exist finite committees in which the planner strictly prefers public

voting.

The planner vs. the committee on transparency. When choosing the voting procedure,

recall that the planner aims to maximize the expected quality of the project. In particular,

perhaps having the greater society in mind, the planner is not directly concerned about the

potential blame on the committee members. This, however, raises an obvious question: is

there a natural tension ex ante between the planner and experts in the committee about the

level of transparency? Specifically, if asked before the project’s arrival, would experts pre-

18If b
|sL | ≥ 1, public voting never dominates secret voting since φPV = 1 for all n. If, on the other hand,

1
e ≤

b
|sL | < 1, the comparison depends on the signal distribution, F.
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fer less transparency than the planner? Surprisingly, we find no such tension for increasing

transparency, but some for decreasing it, as formalized in the next result.19

Proposition 3 Let ud denote the ex ante payoff of a representative expert in equilibrium under disclo-

sure regime d. Then,

(a) ud = w(φd, n)− (1− φd)b,

(b) if the planner strictly prefers public voting, then so do the experts; i.e., uPV > uSV . Conversely,

if experts strictly prefer secret voting, i.e., uSV > uPV , then so does the planner.

Part (a) of Proposition 3 says that the ex ante payoff of an expert is simply the planner’s

payoff, w(φd, n), net of the expected blame, (1 − φd)b. To see why, note from (1) that the

planner essentially maximizes the average welfare of the committee from the project, which,

given i.i.d. signals, coincides with a representative expert’s.20 More interestingly, the expected

blame for an expert is proportional to casting a No vote. This fact is a direct consequence of

the law of iterated expectations: by (5), the ex ante probability that expert i is blamed for a No

vote is:

β
d
i ≡ EId

[
βd

i (Id)
]

(14)

= EId

[
Pr{σi = 0|Id, φd}

]
= Pr{σi = 0|φd}

= 1− φd.

Intuitively, (14) obtains because the (Bayesian) observer assigns blame conditional on the in-

formation disclosed (and the equilibrium strategies, of course), but ex ante each disclosure

outcome is weighed by its probability, leaving the unconditional expectation of casting a No

vote.

Based on part (a), part (b) of Proposition 3 is then immediate from Corollary 1: because an

expert is less likely to vote No under public voting, his expected blame is also lower under

this procedure. Hence, if asked before being informed, experts would unanimously endorse

public voting whenever it is optimal for the planner.21 From Propositions 1 and 2, this implies

19This result seamlessly extends to general voting rules; see Proposition 8.
20As mentioned in the model setup, w = ∑i si

n = ∑i vi
n .

21Of course, if asked after being informed, experts are unlikely to support public voting unanimously, because
those who plan to vote No would prefer secrecy.
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that when blame is not a significant concern or the committee is sufficiently large, both the

planner and experts would agree on public voting, even though this would lead to a lower

acceptance standard for the latter. To be sure, each expert would want no blame for himself,

but he would want the maximum blame for others so that they would all vote Yes and not be

decisive. Given that blame is present for all committee members, however, each is willing to

bear some to alleviate the voting externality by others.

Overall, Proposition 3 reveals that committee members would support transparent vot-

ing as an institution. Hence, any tension between the planner and committee members is,

surprisingly, for instituting secret voting. Specifically, when blame is significant or the com-

mittee is small, unlike the planner, committee members may continue to favor public voting

to reduce the expected blame. But if committee members support secret voting, so would the

planner, as indicated in part (b) of Proposition 3.

5 Extensions and variations

To isolate blame avoidance as the unique source of strategic voting and easily contrast the

transparency of voting procedures, we have assumed so far: (1) an all-or-nothing disclosure

regime; (2) extremely biased experts with independent private values for the project; (3) the

unanimity rule for agreement; and (4) blame by a single observer. In this section, we relax each

assumption and show that our results are robust, though important new insights emerge.

5.1 Partially public voting

In practice, in addition to public and secret voting procedures, the planner may have a third,

less extreme disclosure option at her disposal: partially public voting (PP), whereby individ-

ual votes are kept anonymous, but their count is revealed to the outside observer. That is,

IPP = vc, where vc = ∑i σi denotes the number of Yes votes. Given the voting strategy φ, let

p(j; n, φ) = (n
j)φ

j(1− φ)n−j be the binomial probability that vc = j. Conditional on this vote

profile and given the symmetry in equilibrium, the observer blames each expert for a No vote

with probability:

βPP
i (vc = j) =

n− j
n

.

Under partially public voting, expert i, therefore, accepts the project if:

(φPP)n−1si +
n−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φPP)(−βPP
i (vc = j + 1)b) >

n−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φPP)(−βPP
i (vc = j)b),
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which, arranging terms and using the binomial identity ∑n−1
j=0 p(j; n− 1, φ) = 1, reduces to:

(φPP)n−1si >
b
n

. (15)

According to (15), expert i continues to be a pivotal voter under partially public voting. The

only difference from public voting, namely (8), is that when the expert votes No, he now takes

only a fraction of the blame since his negative vote is shielded by (n− 1) Yes votes. Hence, in

equilibrium, we must have

φPP = 1− F
(
− b

n(φPP)n−1

)
. (16)

Together with the fact that 1−φ
1−φn ≤ 1

nφn−1 ≤ 1
φn−1 , a direct comparison of (16) with (9) and (13)

leads to the following proposition.

Proposition 4 There is a unique equilibrium under partially public voting. In equilibrium,

(a) the probability of an affirmative vote, φPP(n, b), is increasing in blame, b, and it is either U-

shaped or increasing everywhere in the committee size, n,

(b) φSV(n, b) ≤ φPP(n, b) ≤ φPV(n, b),

(c) partially public voting is strictly optimal if, fixing n, the level of blame is moderate; i.e., b is

sufficiently close to bPP(n) where bPP(n) ∈ (0, ∞) uniquely solves: φPP(n, b) = φo(n).

Refer to Figure 3, which augments Figure 1. As expected, voting incentives under partial

disclosure lie between those of the two extreme disclosure regimes considered in Section 3.

Partial disclosure is, therefore, strictly optimal when social pressure is moderate (i.e., b is close

to bPP), generalizing our previous conclusion in Proposition 1: the less concerned experts are
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about blame, the more transparent the voting procedure should be.22

Remark 2 (Random disclosure) For moderate levels of blame, the planner can do even better by

adopting a random disclosure regime. Specifically, we show in Appendix C that for bL(n) < b <

bM(n), the planner can implement the optimal voting strategy, φo(n), by committing ex ante to publi-

cizing the votes with the unique probability po(n, b) ∈ (0, 1) and keeping them secret with probability

1− po(n, b). Such randomization may be viewed as the planner’s ex ante investment into safeguarding

the committee vote.

Remark 3 (Fixed total blame) In the model, when blamed, each committee member receives a fixed

disutility, b, independent of other No voters. In Appendix D, we establish the robustness of our re-

sults to an alternative specification in which the observer allocates a fixed “budget” of blame across all

(potential) No voters. In particular, an expert feels greater social pressure when he is perceived to be

among fewer No voters.

5.2 Interdependent valuations

In the base model, we have also assumed that each expert values a single aspect of the project

– the one he specializes in. While such an extreme bias has helped us isolate strategic voting

due purely to social issues, it is conceivable that each expert may also value other aspects of

22Since the expected blame is (1− φPP)b, Proposition 3 extends to partially public voting.
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the project, which we formalize by the following interdependent valuations:23

vi = (1− α)si + α
∑j sj

n
, (17)

where α ∈ [0, 1]. In words, expert i’s valuation is now a convex combination of his own and

others’ signals, with α = 0 referring to pure private values as in the base model and α = 1

referring to pure common values. Hence, the parameter α captures the degree of preference

“congruence” across committee members. Note, however, that the utilitarian planner’s ob-

jective remains independent of α since ∑i vi = ∑i si. This means that, like social pressure, the

planner does not directly care about the preference congruence in the group, and thus her

optimal voting strategy found in Lemma 1 continues to apply.

To characterize the symmetric equilibria across different disclosure regimes, we proceed

as in the base model and suppose that in equilibrium, each expert accepts the project with

probability φ or equivalently, chooses a cutoff x = F−1(1 − φ). Then, conditional on the

pivotal event (i.e., all others’ voting Yes), expert i’s expected payoff from accepting the project

is:

E [vi|si, piv] = (1− α +
α

n
)si + α

(n− 1)E+[F−1(1− φ)]

n
, (18)

and therefore, he accepts the project if:

E [vi|si, piv] > −Bd(φ; n, b), (19)

where E+[x] ≡ E[s|s > x], and Bd(φ; n, b) = b
φn−1 or 1−φ

1−φn b represents the expert’s concern for

blame at the margin under the disclosure regime d = PV or SV.24 From (18) and (19), we can

write the equilibrium condition as:

φ = 1− F

(
−

α
(n−1)E+[F−1(1−φ)]

n + Bd(φ; n, b)
(1− α + α

n )

)
. (20)

Lemma 5 There is a unique equilibrium with interdependent valuations. In equilibrium, the prob-

ability of an affirmative vote, φd(n, b, α), is increasing in both blame, b, and the degree of preference

congruence, α, where both are strict if φd(.) < 1.

23See Moldovanu and Shi (2013) for a similar use and compelling justification of such linear interdependent
payoffs in a voting environment. Interdependent payoffs are, of course, widely exploited in auction theory; see
Krishna (2009).

24Partially public voting could be easily incorporated in this extension, but it would make a direct comparison
with the base model less clear.
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The symmetric equilibrium continues to be unique because the conditional mean E+[x] is

increasing in x, and in turn, both E+[F−1(1− φ)] and Bd(φ; n, b) are decreasing in φ. More

interestingly, Lemma 5 identifies the preference interdependence as an additional source of

strategic voting. In particular, fixing social issues, b, experts grow more likely to vote for

the project, the more congruent their preferences are – i.e., a higher α. This is because in the

pivotal event with n− 1 Yes votes, placing more weight on others’ information, these experts

hold a more positive view of the project and thus lower their own acceptance standards. Note

that such softening of the acceptance standard helps correct for the negative voting externality

even without social pressure. Hence, to avoid “overcorrecting” for it in the presence of social

pressure, we predict that the planner would favor secret voting in committees with the most

congruent preferences and public voting in committees with the least congruent. The next

proposition confirms this prediction.

Proposition 5 If secret voting is strictly optimal for some α∗, then it is strictly optimal for α ≥ α∗.

Conversely, if public voting is strictly optimal for some α∗∗, then it is strictly optimal for α ≤ α∗∗.

Combining with Propositions 1 and 2, we further conclude that when experts are signifi-

cantly concerned about the blame or the committee is sufficiently small, secret voting strictly

dominates public voting for α = 0, and thus for all α. Conversely, when experts are little

concerned about the blame or the committee is sufficiently large, public voting strictly domi-

nates even though experts are not total partisans – i.e., α is small but positive. Put differently,

increased transparency is likely to improve the collective decision if the committee is a “team

of rivals,” who are very biased toward their expertise.

5.3 Voting rule and transparency

Our base model (with no interdependencies or α = 0) is also special in that it fixes the con-

sensus rule to be unanimity. In this subsection, we relax this assumption to understand the

impact of the voting rule on the level of transparency. To this end, suppose that the project is

approved with at least k ∈ {1, ..., n} affirmative votes or k−majority, where k = n refers to the

unanimity rule. Clearly, in a blame-free environment, equilibrium voting would be indepen-

dent of k−majority: given pure private values, expert i would accept the project if si > 0, and

reject it otherwise. To find the optimal voting strategy as in Section 3, let the planner dictate

that each expert cast an affirmative vote with probability φ = 1− F(x) or equivalently, adopt
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the cutoff signal x = F−1(1− φ). Then, conditional on the vote profile with j Yes votes, the ex

post welfare from the project’s approval is

ŵ(φ, j, n) =
jE+[F−1(1− φ)] + (n− j)E−[F−1(1− φ)]

n
, (21)

where E+[x] ≡ E[s|s > x] and E−[x] ≡ E[s|s < x] are the expected signals conditional on Yes

and No votes, respectively. Since the probability of this vote profile is binomial: p(j; n, φ) =

(n
j)φ

j(1− φ)n−j, slightly abusing notation, the ex ante welfare is

w(φ, k, n) = ∑n
j=k p(j; n, φ)ŵ(φ, j, n). (22)

Straightforward algebra shows that (22) can be re-written as (see Lemma A1):

w(φ, k, n) = p(k− 1; n− 1, φ)
∫ sH

F−1(1−φ)
sdF(s), (23)

which obviously reduces to (3) for k = n. (23) says that the planner’s welfare is the truncated

expected signal,
∫ sH

F−1(1−φ) sdF(s), discounted by the pivot probability under k−majority. To

find the optimal voting strategy, the planner solves

max
φ∈[0,1]

w(φ, k, n). (24)

Lemma 6 There is a unique and interior solution, φo(k, n) ∈ (0, 1), to (24). Moreover,

(a) the optimal probability that an expert votes affirmatively, φo(k, n), is strictly increasing in

k−majority,

(b) the real number ko(n) = [1− F(0)]n + F(0) uniquely solves: φo(k, n) = 1− F(0).

The uniqueness of the optimal solution follows from the fact that w(φ, k, n) is single-

peaked in φ (as with the unanimity rule). Part (a) of Lemma 6 indicates that the planner

wants a more lenient acceptance standard as the majority rule becomes more demanding

for the project’s approval. This is, again, done to alleviate the negative voting externality,

though when k is small, the planner’s concern is the over-acceptance of a low quality project

as opposed to the over-rejection of a high quality project. To illustrate part (a), note that

φo(k, n) = k
n+1 for the uniform signals, si ∼ U[−1, 1]. Part (b) of Lemma 6 identifies the ma-

jority rule ko(n) such that the planner would optimally induce the cutoff signal 0 and in turn,
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the probability of an affirmative vote 1− F(0). Since 1− F(0) is also the equilibrium prob-

ability of an affirmative vote in a blame-free environment, the threshold rule ko(n) becomes

important in comparing disclosure regimes below.

Recall from Section 3.2 that under public voting, expert i is a pivotal voter, and with a

k−majority rule, his vote is pivotal with probability p(k − 1; n − 1, φPV). Hence, extending

(8), expert i accepts the project if:

p(k− 1; n− 1, φPV)si > −b, (25)

and in turn, the following condition must hold in equilibrium with public voting:

φPV = 1− F
(
− b

p(k− 1; n− 1, φPV)

)
. (26)

The strategy under secret voting is more involved because there may be residual blame

under a majority rule even when the project is accepted.25 As with the unanimity rule, Bayes’

rule reveals that expert i is blamed in equilibrium with the following probabilities when the

project is accepted and when it is rejected, respectively:

βSV
i (ρ = 1) = Pr{σi = 0|ρ = 1, φSV} (27)

=
Pr{σi = 0 and ρ = 1|φSV}

Pr{ρ = 1|φSV}

=
(1− φSV)∑n−1

j=k p(j; n− 1, φSV)

∑n
j=k p(j; n, φSV)

≡ γA(φSV ; k, n)

and

βSV
i (ρ = 0) = Pr{σi = 0|ρ = 0, φSV} (28)

=
Pr{σi = 0 and ρ = 0|φSV}

Pr{ρ = 0|φSV}

=
(1− φSV)∑k−1

j=0 p(j; n− 1, φSV)

∑k−1
j=0 p(j; n, φSV)

≡ γR(φSV ; k, n).

Clearly, for the unanimity rule, γA(φSV ; n, n) = 0 and γR(φSV ; k, n) = 1−φSV

1−(φSV)
n , coinciding

with the base model. In general, it can be verified that γA(φSV ; k, n) ≤ γR(φSV ; k, n), so an
25Blaming an expert when the project is accepted may seem puzzling, but it should be interpreted as not giving

him the full credit of a Yes vote under a majority rule.
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expert is blamed less for a No vote when the project is accepted, as one would expect; see

Lemma A2 for a proof. Similar to (12), it follows that expert i accepts the project if:26

si ≥ −
[
γR(φSV ; k, n)− γA(φSV ; k, n)

]
b, (29)

and therefore, in equilibrium with secret voting, it must be that

φSV = 1− F
(
−
[
γR(φSV ; k, n)− γA(φSV ; k, n)

]
b
)

. (30)

Let φPV = φPV(k, n, b) and φSV = φSV(k, n, b) solve (26) and (30), respectively. Standard

continuity arguments imply that these solutions, and in turn equilibria for both transparency

regimes, exist. Under a nonunanimity rule, however, there may be multiple equilibria.27 To

obtain “reasonable” comparative statics with respect to blame, b, we restrict attention to “sta-

ble” equilibria as defined in de la Fuente (2000, Theorem 3.5) in the next three results.28

Lemma 7 There is a stable equilibrium under each voting regime. Moreover,

(a) φSV(k, n, b) ≤ φPV(k, n, b) at any equilibrium,

(b) both φPV(k, n, b) and φSV(k, n, b) are increasing in blame, b, at any stable equilibrium.

Part (a) extends Corollary 1. It, again, points to blame-sharing under secret voting, and

follows from the simple relationship that γR(.)− γA(.) ≤ 1 ≤ 1
p(k−1;n−1,φPV)

in (26) and (30).

Part (b) confirms our intuition that in a stable equilibrium, experts relax their approval stan-

dards when social pressure is more intense. From here, Proposition 6 generalizes Proposition

1.

Proposition 6 Fix a stable equilibrium under each disclosure regime. Then,

26A detailed derivation of (29) is provided in the proof of Lemma 7.
27For instance, φPV ∈ {.67, .78, 1} if b = .1, (n, k) = (5, 3) and si ∼ U[−1, 1]. The source of this equilibrium

multiplicity is that an expert views his vote as a “strategic complement” to others’. Specifically, if an expert expects
others to vote more affirmatively, then he expects his vote to be less pivotal under the majority rule, leading him to
focus more on blame avoidance and in turn, on affirmative voting. The latter formally follows because the pivot
probability in this example is p(2; 4, φ) = 6φ2(1− φ)2, which is strictly decreasing in φ for φ > .5. In contrast,
under the unanimity rule, the expert would view his vote as a “strategic substitute” to others’ since the pivot
probability, which is p(4; 4, φ) = φ4, would be strictly increasing in φ.

28By “reasonable,” we mean that in equilibrium, the probability of an affirmative vote is increasing in blame, b,
(rather than decreasing in it). Our notion of stability requires that the right-hand sides of (26) and (30) have slopes
less than 1 at equilibrium. Some results, however, do not rely on stability, and they are distinguished as such.
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(a) for k > ko(n), there exist unique levels of blame 0 < bL(k, n) < bM(k, n) < bH(k, n) <

∞ such that the planner strictly prefers public voting for b ≤ bL(k, n), and secret voting for

bM(k, n) ≤ b < bH(k, n). For b ≥ bH(k, n), the planner is indifferent since φPV = φSV = 1,

(b) for k ≤ ko(n), the planner prefers secret voting, with a strict preference whenever φSV < 1.

As with Proposition 1, part (a) of Proposition 6 shows that when the majority require-

ment for the project’s approval is sufficiently strong, the planner would commit to exposing

the votes when experts are little concerned about blame, but she would commit to secrecy

when their concern is significant. Part (b) adds to Proposition 1 by revealing that the planner

would also adopt secret voting if the majority requirement is sufficiently weak, k ≤ ko(n). To

understand this, note from Lemma 6 that φo(k, n) ≤ 1− F(0) for k ≤ ko(n). Note also that

1− F(0) is the equilibrium probability of an affirmative vote in a blame-free environment.

Hence, when the majority requirement is sufficiently weak, there is already over-acceptance

of the project, which is, by Lemma 7, less pronounced with secret voting.

Remark 4 (Optimal voting rule and secrecy) Proposition 6 implies that both social pressure and

voting rule play key roles in optimal disclosure. The working paper version of this article, Name-Correa

and Yildirim (2017), showed that if, in (24), the planner could also choose the majority rule, k, ignoring

the (trivial) rounding issue, she would choose ko(n), and by Proposition 6(b), secret voting would be

optimal.

To extend Proposition 2 and disentangle the effect of committee size from the major-

ity rule, we define “r−majority” for the next result. Fix the parameter r ∈ [0, 1] and let

k(r, n) = rn+ 1− r be the number of affirmative votes needed for the project’s acceptance. Ev-

idently, r = 0, 1/2 and 1 refer to the dictatorship, simple majority and unanimity rules, respec-

tively. Furthermore, the threshold rule ko(n) defined in Lemma 6 corresponds to r = 1− F(0).

Hence, from part (b) of Proposition 6, it is immediate that the planner prefers secret voting

for r ≤ 1− F(0). The following result shows the role of committee size for the remaining

majority rules.

Proposition 7 Fix r ∈ (1− F(0), 1), and suppose b < |sL|. Then,

(a) at any equilibrium, the planner strictly prefers secret voting if the committee size, n, is suffi-

ciently large,
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(b) at any stable equilibrium, there exists threshold blame b∗ > 0 such that if b ≤ b∗, the planner

strictly prefers public voting for the committee size n ∈ [n, n], where n and n are some real

numbers such that 0 < n < m < n < ∞ and m > 1 is an integer.

Part (a) of Proposition 7 modifies Proposition 2 for large committees. It says that when the

consensus requirement is less than unanimity, secret voting strictly dominates public voting

when the committee is sufficiently large. The reason is that unlike with the unanimity rule,

each vote becomes nonpivotal in the limit, inducing each expert to focus solely on blame

avoidance under public voting. In contrast, under secret voting, experts share the blame,

which allows them to use their information even in large committees. In particular, recall

from (30) that 1− F(0) ≤ φSV ≤ 1− F(−b) for any n. Nevertheless, part (b) of Proposition

7 indicates that there always exist finite committees in which each vote remains significantly

pivotal, and the planner adopts public voting to increase social pressure on their members.

The following numerical example illustrates this observation.

Example 1 Let si ∼ U[−1, 1], b = .1, and r = .75 (rounding k(r, n) to the closest integer in

computations). Then, the planner strictly prefers public voting for committee sizes n ∈ {2, ..., 23},
and secret voting for n > 23.

To complete the extension to k−majority, we finally note that Proposition 3 and the intu-

ition behind it remain intact, which we formally state in the next proposition.

Proposition 8 Let ud denote the ex ante payoff of a representative expert in equilibrium under disclo-

sure regime d. Then,

(a) ud = w(φd, k, n)− (1− φd)b,

(b) if the planner strictly prefers public voting (k high enough or b low enough), then so do experts;

i.e., uPV > uSV . Conversely, if experts strictly prefer secret voting, namely uSV > uPV , then so

does the planner.

As with Proposition 3, Proposition 8 obtains mainly because the expected blame is pro-

portional to one’s probability of voting No, which is lower under public voting. Hence, com-

mittee members are willing to support transparency more than the planner.
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5.4 Blame by multiple observers

Up to now, we have examined the impact of social pressure coming from one observer. In

reality, though, the committee often deals with multiple observers who may have opposing

interests in its decision. For instance, the committee may be evaluating two job candidates,

one of whom has a known track record, for a single position, or it may be reviewing a climate

change proposal with interest groups on both sides. In such cases, an expert will take some

blame whatever his vote is. We show that what matters for an expert is the net blame from the

two observers. To make our point and do so more generally, we extend the previous setting

with a k−majority rule and suppose that each expert receives disutility b− ≥ 0 when he votes

against the project (as in the baseline), but now he also receives disutility b+ ≥ 0 when he

votes for it, since the latter means voting against the status quo. Let ∆b ≡ b− − b+ denote

an expert’s net blame from a No vote on the project. As we show in the proof of the next

result, the only modification to our equilibrium characterization is that we replace b with ∆b

in (25) and (29). Hence, our findings in Section 5.3 continue to hold for ∆b ≥ 0. For ∆b < 0,

Proposition 9 reports findings isomorphic to Proposition 6.

Proposition 9 Consider the setting in Section 5.3, but with a second observer in favor of the status

quo. Also, let experts be blamed more for a Yes on the project, i.e., ∆b < 0. Then, at stable equilibria,

we have that

(a) for k ≥ ko(n), the planner prefers secret voting, with a strict preference whenever φSV > 0,

(b) for k < ko(n), there exist unique levels of blame 0 < b̂L(k, n) < b̂M(k, n) < b̂H(k, n) < ∞

such that the planner strictly prefers public voting for |∆b| ≤ b̂L(k, n), and secret voting for

b̂M(k, n) ≤ |∆b| < b̂H(k, n). For |∆b| ≥ b̂H(k, n), the planner is indifferent since φPV =

φSV = 0.

Proposition 9 is easily understood by noticing from (25) and (29) that φPV ≤ φSV < 1−
F(0) for ∆b < 0. That is, when the experts are more worried about the blame from the

proponent of the status quo, they are less likely to vote for the project, and this behavior is

more pronounced under public voting. The planner, therefore, prefers secret voting if the

project’s approval requires a strong majority, i.e., k ≥ ko(n), since, in this case, the planner

wants to correct for the over-rejection of the project. Part (b) indicates that in order to correct

for the over-acceptance of the project when the majority requirement is weak, the planner
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wants public voting so long as the net blame is small in magnitude; otherwise, she would turn

to secret voting when the net blame is significant. Together, Propositions 6 and 9 reveal that

the planner is likely to adopt public voting if the majority rule is biased against the alternative

(the project or the status quo) whose proponent exerts greater, albeit not excessive, social

pressure.

Our model can also be employed fruitfully to examine the setting in which the second

observer is not partisan, favoring the status quo; instead, he is social-minded, perhaps repre-

senting the larger society, and blames a committee member for his vote only when it does not

match the ex post quality of the project. In particular, such an observer would blame an expert

for a No vote on the project if the project turns out to be socially desirable, i.e., ∑i si > 0, as

well as for a Yes vote if the project turns out to be socially undesirable, i.e., ∑i si < 0. Obvi-

ously, the experts will take this “sequential blame” into account when voting. Our analysis

indicates that the presence of the ex post blame for voting mistakes reinforces the use of secret

voting.

Formally, consider, again, the extension in the previous subsection. Let b1 ≥ 0 denote

the blame by the first – partisan – observer for a No vote on the project (as in the baseline),

and b2 ≥ 0 denote the blame by the second – social-minded – observer for an ex post voting

mistake. For a clear intuition here, also assume that the signal distribution, F, is symmetric;

e.g., si ∼ U[−1, 1]. Our first result in the next proposition is that if b1 = 0, so that experts

cared only about the social observer, then secret voting would strictly dominate public voting

for low levels of blame. The reason is that under public voting, expert i votes nonstrategi-

cally: accept the project if si > 0, and reject it otherwise. By doing so, he guarantees that

each voting mistake is equally likely, which minimizes the expected blame under a symmet-

ric signal distribution. Note that in the absence of the partisan observer, expert i is no longer

a pivotal voter under public voting since the social observer knows his vote and conditions

the blame on the project’s ex post value as opposed to its acceptance or rejection by the com-

mittee. As found in Lemma 6, however, such nonstrategic voting conflicts with the planner’s

optimal strategy for all k 6= ko(n). Secret voting serves the planner’s objective because the

social observer’s need to infer the vote from the committee’s decision induces experts to vote

strategically. Consider, for instance, the unanimity rule. The pivotal event, everyone else’s

voting affirmatively, carries positive news about the project’s ex post value, and encourages

expert i to also vote affirmatively to avoid blame. That is, under secret voting, expert i relaxes

his standard for the project’s approval as desired by the planner under unanimity.
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Our second result in the next proposition indicates that in the presence of the partisan

observer, public voting can continue to be optimal if experts are little concerned about ex post

mistakes – perhaps, the project’s true value will not be realized soon. If, on the other hand,

experts are sufficiently concerned about ex post mistakes, the planner strictly prefers secret

voting, which is consistent with the first result for b1 = 0. Proposition 10 formally states these

findings.

Proposition 10 Consider the setting in Section 5.3, and suppose there is a second, social-minded,

observer who blames for the ex post vote mistakes. Also suppose that the signal distribution, F, is

symmetric. Then, for b1 = 0 and b2 > 0, we have that φPV = 1
2 for all k, and φSV − 1

2
sign
= k− ko(n).

Moreover, at stable equilibria,

(a) if b1 = 0 and k 6= ko(n), there exists b2 ∈ (0, ∞] such that secret voting is strictly optimal for

b2 ∈ (0, b2],

(b) if, as in Proposition 6(a), k > ko(n) and b1 ∈ (0, bL], then there exist cutoffs 0 < b2,L ≤ b2,M <

b2,H ≤ ∞ such that public voting is strictly optimal for b2 ∈ [0, b2,L), whereas secret voting is

strictly optimal for b2 ∈ (b2,M, b2,H ].

From Proposition 10, it is worth emphasizing that the social observer who wants to mini-

mize mistakes ex post is no substitute for the social planner who wants to minimize mistakes

from an ex ante perspective. Coupled with secret voting, though, such an observer can signif-

icantly alleviate inefficiencies. To demonstrate, suppose n = k = 2 and si ∼ U[−1, 1]. Then,

φo = k
n+1 = 2

3 from above. Moreover, when b1 = 0 (no partisan observer), (A-23) in the proof

of Proposition 10 reveals that φSV uniquely solves

φ = 1−
1− b2

(
2−3φ

φ

)
1

1+φ

2
.

It is readily verified that φSV ∈ [ 1
2 , 2

3 ), and it monotonically approaches 2
3 as b2 → ∞. It,

therefore, follows in this example that b2 = ∞, which, from part (a), implies that secret voting

is strictly optimal for all b2 > 0.

6 Conclusion

Transparency, committees, and voting are keywords for democratic organizations. In this pa-

per, we have examined their relationship in a setting where committee members fear being
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blamed by interested observers such as job candidates and defendants for casting an unfavor-

able vote. We show that such social pressure can improve the committee’s decision by cor-

recting for a voting externality. Organizations may, therefore, implement vote transparency

to amplify its effect so long as it does not become too high. We further find that optimal

transparency depends crucially on the voting rule and the observers’ interests in the decision.

In particular, the organization is likely to adopt public voting if the majority rule is biased

against the alternative whose advocate exerts greater, though not excessive, pressure on com-

mittee members.

In closing, we note three extensions for future work. The first is the optimal design of the

committee. In the model, we have assumed that the project has n dimensions, each of which

is evaluated by an expert member. When appointing the committee, however, the designer

may trade off the additional information and blame-sharing against the resulting voting ex-

ternality. This trade-off suggests that the designer may even appoint uninformed members to

diffuse blame for the informed.29 The second is endogenous participation in committee meet-

ings. It is conceivable that only those experts with high opinions of the project will participate

and vote, while, to avoid blame, the rest will not. It would be worthwhile to investigate how

the vote transparency impacts experts’ decisions to participate. Finally, it would be interest-

ing to consider the pre-vote communication. Note that absent blame concerns, experts would

have no incentive to communicate in our base model, given that they possess pure private

values for the project. In the presence of blame, however, they might share their opinions to

coordinate votes.

29There is compelling experimental evidence that decision-makers often seek to diffuse blame; e.g., by delega-
tion (Hamman et al. 2010; Bartling and Fischbacher, 2011), or by moral “wiggle room” (Dana et al. 2007; Falk and
Szech, 2017). In our model, the secrecy of voting provides the necessary wiggle room whose extent is determined
in equilibrium.
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Appendix A

In this appendix, we prove the formal results in the text.

Proof of Lemma 1. Since
∫ sH

sL
sdF(s) = 0, (3) implies that w(φ, n) ≥ 0 and w(0, n) =

w(1, n) = 0. Simple differentiation reveals that for φ ∈ (0, 1),

wφ(φ, n)
sign
= Ω(φ, n) ≡ (n− 1)

∫ sH

F−1[1−φ]
sdF(s) + φF−1(1− φ).

Clearly, Ω(φ, n) > 0 for φ < 1− F(0), because F−1(1− φ) > 0 and n > 1. Next, suppose

φ ≥ 1− F(0). Then, F−1(1− φ) ≤ 0 and thus,

Ωφ(φ, n) = nF−1(1− φ)− φ

f (F−1(1− φ))
< 0.

Note that since Ω(1− F(0), n) = (n − 1)
∫ sH

0 sdF(s) > 0 and Ω(1, n) ≤ sL < 0, there is a

unique solution, φo, to:

FOC: wφ(φ, n)
sign
= Ω(φ, n) = 0, (A-1)

and φo ∈ (1− F(0), 1). Moreover,

wφ(φ, n)
sign
= φo − φ for all φ ∈ (0, 1),

establishing the single-peakedness of w(φ, n) in φ.

That φo(n) is strictly increasing in n is immediate from (A-1) and the facts that Ω(φ, n) is

strictly increasing in n and strictly decreasing in φ. Next, suppose φo(n)→ φo
` < 1 as n→ ∞.

Then, sL < F−1(1− φo
`), which implies that Ω(φo

`, n) −→ ∞ 6= 0, violating the FOC. Hence,

φo(n)→ 1, proving part (a).

Finally, to show that (φo(n))n → 1
e in part (b), we find it more convenient to write the

FOC:

(n− 1)
∫ sH

xo
sdF(s) + xo[1− F(xo)] = 0, (A-2)

where xo ≡ xo(n) = F−1(1− φo(n)). Integrating by parts, note that∫ sH

x
sdF(s) = x[1− F(x)] +

∫ sH

x
(1− F(s))ds, (A-3)

which, inserting into (A-2), implies

(n− 1)
{

xo[1− F(xo)] +
∫ sH

xo
(1− F(s))ds

}
+ xo[1− F(xo)] = 0.
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Arranging terms, we have

1− F(xo) =

(
n− 1

n

)
Z(n), (A-4)

where Z(n) ≡ −
∫ sH

xo (1−F(s))ds
xo . Hence,

(φo(n))n = [1− F(xo)]n =

(
n− 1

n

)n

(Z(n))n , (A-5)

and in turn,

lim
n→∞

(φo(n))n = lim
n→∞

(
n− 1

n

)n

lim
n→∞

(Z(n))n (A-6)

=
1
e

lim
n→∞

(Z(n))n .

Note that Z(n)→ 1 since xo → sL (given φo → 1) and
∫ sH

sL
(1− F(s))ds = −sL (by (A-3)). This

means that limn→∞ (Z(n))n = 1∞ – an indeterminacy. Consider the log transformation:

lim
n→∞

ln (Z(n))n = lim
n→∞

ln Z(n)
1/n

=
0
0

.

Applying L’Hospital’s rule,

lim
n→∞

ln Z(n)
1/n

= lim
n→∞

Zn(n)
Z(n)

−1/n2 . (A-7)

Note that

Zn(n) =
[1− F(xo)]xo +

∫ sH
xo (1− F(s))ds

(xo)2 xo
n

=
1
n

∫ sH
xo (1− F(s))ds

(xo)2 xo
n (using (A-4)) (A-8)

=

(
− xo

n
nxo

)
Z(n).

Employing (A-8), (A-7) reduces to:

lim
n→∞

ln Z(n)
1/n

= lim
n→∞

nxo
n

xo .

To determine limn→∞ nxo
n, differentiate both sides of (A-4) with respect to n :

− f (xo)xo
n =

1
n2 Z(n) +

(
n− 1

n

)
Zn(n) (A-9)

=
1
n2 Z(n) +

(
n− 1

n

)(
− xo

n
nxo

)
Z(n) (using (A-8)),
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which reveals that

nxo
n =

1
n Z(n)( n−1

n2

) Z(n)
xo − f (xo)

.

Next, note that nxo
n → 0 since xo → sL, Z(n)→ 1, and f (sL) > 0 (since f > 0 by assumption).

As a result, limn→∞ ln (Z(n))n = 0 or limn→∞ (Z(n))n = 1, which reduces (A-6) to:

lim
n→∞

(φo(n))n =
1
e

.

Proof of Lemma 2. Suppressing the superscript and re-writing (9), let h(φ; n, b) ≡
1− F

(
− b

φn−1

)
− φ. Clearly, h(1− F(−b); n, b) = F(−b) − F

(
− b

φn−1

)
≥ 0 and h(1; n, b) =

−F(−b) ≤ 0. Hence, there is a solution, φPV , to h(φ; n, b) = 0, and φPV ≥ 1− F(−b). More-

over, since h is strictly decreasing in φ, φPV is unique. That φPV is increasing in b and n follows

from the fact that h is increasing in b and n. Next, suppose that φPV → a < 1 as n→ ∞. Then,

h(φPV ; n, b) → a − 1 6= 0, a contradiction. Hence, φPV → 1. Finally, suppose (φPV)n → c.

Given that φPV → 1, we must have from (9) that F
(
− b

c

)
= 0 and, in turn, c ≤ b

|sL| , with

equality if b
|sL| < 1. Hence, (φPV)n → min{ b

|sL| , 1}.
Proof of Lemma 3. Proceeding as in the previous lemma, now let

h(φ; n, b) ≡ 1− F
(
− 1− φ

1− φn b
)
− φ.

Note that h(1− F(0); n, b) = F(0)− F
(
− 1−φ

1−φn b
)
> 0 (given b > 0), and h(1− F(−b); n, b) =

F(−b)− F
(
− 1−φ

1−φn b
)
≤ 0 (given 1−φ

1−φn ≤ 1). Hence, there is a solution, φSV ∈ (1− F(0), 1−
F(−b)], to h(φ; n, b) = 0. Moreover, since h is strictly decreasing in φ, φSV is unique. To prove

the rest of the lemma, note that h is increasing in b and decreasing in n, which imply that

φSV is increasing in b and decreasing in n. Next, suppose that φSV → φ` as n → ∞. Clearly,

φ` ≥ 1 − F(0) since φSV > 1 − F(0). Moreover, φ` < 1; otherwise, applying L’Hospital’s

rule, we would find: h(1; n, b) = −F(0) 6= 0. Then,
(
φSV)n → 0 and thus, φ` (uniquely)

solves the equilibrium condition: φ` = 1− F(−(1− φ`)b), which, given b > 0, reveals that

φ` > 1− F(0), as desired.

Proof of Corollary 1. Immediate from the text.

Proof of Lemma 4. From Lemmas 2 and 3, note that φd(n, 0) = 1− F(0) < φo(n) (since

n > 1) and φPV(n, |sL|) = φSV(n, n|sL|) = 1 > φo(n). Moreover, φd(n, b) is increasing in

b, with strict monotonicity whenever φd(n, b) < 1. Thus, there are unique levels of blame
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0 < bd < b
d
< ∞ that, respectively, solve: φd(n, b) = φo(n) and φd(n, b) = 1. Given the

single-peakedness of w(φ, n) in φ by Lemma 1, the result follows.

Proof of Proposition 1. Let bL, bM, and bH be the levels of blame that solve the respective

equations: φPV(n, b) = φo(n), φSV(n, b) = φo(n), and φSV(n, b) = 1. Since φo(n) ∈ (1 −
F(0), 1); φPV(n, 0) = 1− F(0) and φPV(n, |sL|) = 1; and that φPV(n, b) is strictly increasing in

b for φPV(n, b) < 1, bL uniquely exists and bL ∈ (0, |sL|). Using similar arguments for d = SV,

with the exception that φSV(n, n|sL|) = 1, bM and bH also uniquely exist where bM ∈ (0, n|sL|)
and bH ∈ (bM, ∞). Since φSV(n, b) < φPV(n, b) whenever φSV(n, b) < 1, it follows that bL <

bH. Furthermore, φSV(n, b) < φPV(n, b) < φo(n) for b < bL; φo(n) < φSV(n, b) < φPV(n, b)

for bM < b < bH; and φSV(n, b) = φPV(n, b) = 1 for b ≥ bH. The conclusions then follow by

the single-peakedness of planner’s welfare, w(φ, n), in φ.

Proof of Proposition 2. Suppose b
|sL| <

1
e . Ignoring the rounding issues, let nL solve

φSV(n, b)− φo(n) = 0. Note that φSV(1, b)− φo(1) = F(0)− F(−b) > 0, and from Lemma 3,

φSV(∞, b)− φo(∞) = φ`(b)− 1 < 0. Moreover, φSV(n, b)− φo(n) is strictly decreasing in n

(since φSV(n, b) is decreasing, and φo(n) is strictly increasing in n). Hence, there is a unique

nL ∈ (1, ∞) such that φo(n) ≤ φSV(n, b) < φPV(n, b) for n ≤ nL, where the strict inequality

follows because φSV(n, b) < 1 for b < |sL|. By the single-peakedness of w(φ, n) in φ, the

planner, therefore, strictly prefers secret voting for n ≤ nL.

Next, note from Lemmas 1 and 2 that
(
φPV(n, b)

)n − (φo(n))n → min{ b
|sL| , 1} − 1

e . Hence,

given the assumption that b
|sL| <

1
e , there exists nH ∈ (nL, ∞) such that φPV(n, b)− φo(n) < 0

for n ≥ nH. Furthermore, since φSV(n, b) < φPV(n, b) < φo(n) for n ≥ nH, the planner strictly

prefers public voting under such committee sizes.

Proof of Proposition 3. The ex ante payoff of expert i under disclosure regime d is his

expected payoff from the project net of his expected blame; i.e.,

ud
i = E[vi|φd]− β

d
i b.

As established in (14), β
d
i = 1− φd. To determine his expected payoff from the project, note
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that

w(φd, n) ≡ E
[

∑i si

n
|φd
]

= E
[

∑i vi

n
|φd
]

=
∑i E[vi|φd]

n
= E[vi|φd],

where the last line employs the assumption that si’s are identically distributed. Hence, ud
i =

w(φd, n)− (1− φd)b for all i, proving part (a). Part (b) is then immediate from Corollary 1:

φSV ≤ φPV .

Proof of Proposition 4. Re-writing (16), let h(φ; n, b) ≡ 1 − F
(
− b

nφn−1

)
− φ. Clearly,

h(1− F(0); n, b) = F(0)− F
(
− b

nφn−1

)
> 0 and h(1; n, b) = −F(− b

n ) ≤ 0. Hence, there is a

solution, φPP ∈ (1− F(0), 1], to h(φ; n, b) = 0. Moreover, since h is strictly decreasing in φ,

φPV is unique. That φPV is increasing in b obtains because h is increasing in b. The following

claim establishes part (a).

Claim A1. If 1− F(−b) ≤ 1
e , then φPP(n, b) is increasing in n everywhere. If, on the other

hand, 1− F(−b) > 1
e , then, there is some n∗ < ∞ such that φPP(n, b) is strictly decreasing in n for

n ≤ n∗, and strictly increasing in n for n > n∗.

Proof. For exposition, we treat n as a continuous variable in this proof. Since hφ < 0,

totally differentiating the equilibrium condition, h(φPP(n, b), n) = 0, with respect to n, we

find that

φPP
n

sign
= hn(φ

PP; n, b)
sign
= −[1 + n ln φPP].

Hence, φPP
n ≥ 0 if and only if 1+ n ln φPP ≤ 0, or equivalently, φPP ≤ e−1/n. Since hφ < 0, this

implies that h(φPP; n, b) = 0 ≥ h(e−1/n; n, b). It is easily verified that h(e−1/n; n, b) is strictly

decreasing in n. As a result, h(e−1/n; n, b) ≤ 0 for all n if h(e−1; 1, b) = 1− F(−b)− e−1 ≤ 0, or

equivalently, 1− F(−b) ≤ 1
e . On the other hand, if h(e−1; 1, b) > 0, then, since h(e−1/n; n, b)→

−F(0) < 0 as n → ∞, there is a unique n∗ < ∞ such that hn(φPP, n) < 0 (and thus, φPP
n < 0)

for n ≤ n∗, and hn(φPP, n) > 0 (and thus φPP
n > 0) for n > n∗.

To prove part (b), we simply compare (9), (13), and (16) by observing that 1
φn−1 ≥ 1

nφn−1 ≥
1−φ
1−φn , with strict inequalities for φ ∈ (0, 1) given n > 1, and where we employ the identity:
1−φ
1−φn = 1

1+...+φn−1 . Finally, let bPP ∈ (0, ∞) uniquely solve: φPP(n, b) = φo(n). Then, since

φSV(n, b) < φPP(n, b) < φPV(n, b) by part (b), the single-peakedness of w(φ, n) in φ implies
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that partially public voting is strictly optimal for the planner if b = bPP, or by continuity, b is

sufficiently close to bPP, proving part (c).

Proof of Lemma 5. This proof is similar to those of Lemmas 2 and 3 except that the

function h is now defined as:

h(φ; n, b, α) ≡ 1− F

(
−

α
(n−1)E+[F−1(1−φ)]

n + Bd(φ; n, b)
(1− α + α

n )

)
− φ.

The results then follow by noting that (1) hφ < 0 since dE+[F−1(1−φ)]/dφ < 0 and dBd(φ; n, b)/dφ <

0; (2) hb ≥ 0; and (3) hα ≥ 0.

Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose that secret voting is strictly optimal for some α∗. Then,

given that w(φ, n) is single-peaked in φ, and φSV(n, b) ≤ φPV(n, b), one of the two conditions

must hold: (I) φPV(., α∗) > φSV(., α∗) ≥ φo(n), or (II) φPV(., α∗) > φo(n) ≥ φSV(., α∗). Now

take α ≥ α∗. By Lemma 5, φPV(., α) > φSV(., α) ≥ φo(n) under (I), so secret voting remains

strictly optimal. Under (II), we either have

φPV(., α) ≥ φPV(., α∗) > φo(n) ≥ φSV(., α) ≥ φSV(., α∗)

or

φPV(., α) ≥ φPV(., α∗) > φSV(., α) ≥ φo(n) ≥ φSV(., α∗).

In each case, secret voting again remains strictly optimal. Similar arguments show that if

public voting is strictly optimal for some α∗∗, then it is also strictly optimal for α ≤ α∗∗.

Before the proof of Lemma 6, we prove an auxiliary result. Recall from the text that

p(j; n, φ) = (n
j)φ

j(1− φ)n−j.

Lemma A1. Let φ = 1− F(x) and w(x, k, n) = w(φ, k, n), which is defined in (22). Then,

w(x, k, n) = p(k− 1; n− 1, 1− F(x))
∫ sH

x sdF(s).

Moreover, w(x, k, n) is single-peaked in x, so is w(φ, k, n) in φ. In particular,

wx(x, k, n)
sign
= −

(
x + (k− 1)E+[x] + (n− k)E−[x]

)
.

Proof. Let φ = 1− F(x). From (22),

w(x, k, n) =
n

∑
j=k

(
n
j

)
φj(1− φ)n−j

(
jE+[x] + (n− j)E−[x]

n

)
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or since E+[x] =
∫ sH

x sdF(s)
φ and E−[x] =

∫ x
sL

sdF(s)

1−φ ,

w(x, k, n) =
n

∑
j=k

(
n
j

)
φj(1− φ)n−j

(
j
n

∫ sH
x sdF(s)

φ
+

n− j
n

∫ x
sL

sdF(s)

1− φ

)
.

Note that j
n (

n
j) = (n−1

j−1),
n−j

n (n
j) = (n−1

j ), and

n

∑
j=k

(
n− 1
j− 1

)
φj−1(1− φ)n−j =

n−1

∑
j=k−1

(
n− 1

j

)
φj(1− φ)n−1−j.

Moreover, by definition, E[s] =
∫ sH

x sdF(s) +
∫ x

sL
sdF(s). Hence,

w(x, k, n) =
∫ sH

x sdF(s)

[
n−1

∑
j=k−1

(
n− 1

j

)
φj(1− φ)n−1−j

]
+
∫ x

sL
sdF(s)

[
n−1

∑
j=k

(
n− 1

j

)
φj(1− φ)n−1−j

]

= E[s]
n−1

∑
j=k

(
n− 1

j

)
φj(1− φ)n−1−j +

∫ sH
x sdF(s)

[(
n− 1
k− 1

)
φk−1(1− φ)n−k

]
.

Since E[s] = 0 by assumption, we obtain the desired expression:

w(x, k, n) = p(k− 1; n− 1, 1− F(x))
∫ sH

x sdF(s), (A-10)

which is equivalent to w(φ, k, n) in (23).

To prove the rest of the lemma, we differentiate (A-10):

wx(x, k, n) = − f (x)p(k− 1; n− 1, x)
(
x + (k− 1)E+[x] + (n− k)E−[x]

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ω(x,k,n)

sign
= −Ω(x, k, n) (since f > 0 by assumption).

Note that because E+′[x] > 0 and E−′[x] > 0, Ω(x, k, n) is strictly increasing in x; Ω(sL, k, n) =

sL + (n− k)E−[sL] < 0; and Ω(sH, k, n) = sH + (k− 1)E+[sH ] > 0, it follows that w(x, k, n) is

single-peaked in x, with an interior maximum. This is equivalent to w(φ, k, n) being single-

peaked in φ, with an interior maximum.

Proof of Lemma 6. Since φ = 1− F(x), (24) is equivalent to the program: maxx∈[sL,sH ] w(x, k, n),

where w(x, k, n) is as stated in Lemma A1. Hence, by Lemma A1, the optimal cutoff xo(k, n)

uniquely solves the first-order condition:

x + (k− 1)E+[x] + (n− k)E−[x] = 0. (A-11)
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To prove part (a), simply note that the left-hand side of (A-11) is strictly increasing in both x

and k, which implies that xo(k, n) is strictly decreasing, and in turn, φo(k, n) is strictly increas-

ing in k. To prove part (b), we solve xo(k, n) = 0 for k by setting x = 0 in (A-11) and solving

for k, which yields

ko(n) =
E+[0]− nE−[0]
E+[0]− E−[0]

. (A-12)

Since, by the law of iterated expectation, F(0)E−[0] + (1 − F(0))E+[0] = E[s] = 0, (A-12)

reduces to ko(n) = [1− F(0)]n+ F(0), which is also the unique solution to: φo(k, n) = 1− F(0)

for k, as claimed.

Proof of Lemma 7. Since the equilibrium for k = n is previously established, we prove

the results for k < n here. We consider each voting regime in turn.

Public voting. Fixing n and dropping the superscript PV, define from (26) that

h(φ, b) ≡ 1− F
(
− b

p(k− 1; n− 1, φ)

)
− φ.

Let φPV ∈ [0, 1] be a solution to: h(φ, b) = 0. Then, φPV ≥ 1− F(−b) since p(.) ≤ 1. Next,

observe that h(1− F(−b), b) ≥ 0 and h(1, b) ≤ 0. Since h(φ, b) is continuous in φ. there is a

solution φPV to h(φ, b) = 0, proving the existence of an equilibrium under public voting.

The concept of stability: Consider the following dynamic process:
·
φ = h(φ, b). Clearly,

the equilibrium of our voting game coincides with the steady state of this process. Thus, from

de la Fuente (2000, Theorem 3.5), an equilibrium is stable if hφ(φPV , b) < 0.

Note that by construction, a stable equilibrium exists (at least the smallest φPV), but it may

not be unique. Nevertheless, since h(φPV , b) = 0, and h(φ, b) is increasing in b, it follows that

φPV is increasing in b at any stable equilibrium.

Secret voting. Dropping the superscript SV for brevity, we first detail the derivation of

(29). Under secret voting, expert i accepts the project if

n−1

∑
j=k−1

p(j; n− 1, φ)[si − γA(φ; k, n)b] +
k−2

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φ)[0− γR(φ; k, n)b]

≥
n−1

∑
j=k

p(j; n− 1, φ)[si − γA(φ; k, n)b] +
k−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φ)× [0− γR(φ; k, n)b]

⇐⇒
p(k− 1; n− 1, φ)[si − γA(φ; k, n)b] ≥ p(k− 1; n− 1, φ)[0− γR(φ; k, n)b]
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⇐⇒
si − γA(φ; k, n)b ≥ −γR(φ; k, n)b

⇐⇒
si ≥ −

[
γR(φ; k, n)− γA(φ; k, n)

]
b,

as claimed in (29). Next, from (30), define

h(φ, b) ≡ 1− F
(
−
[
γR(φ; k, n)− γA(φ; k, n)

]
b
)
− φ.

Since 0 < γR(φ; k, n)− γA(φ; k, n) ≤ 1, we have that h(1− F(0), b) > 0 and h(1− F(−b), b) ≤
0. Hence, by continuity of h(φ, b), there is a solution, φSV to h(φ, b) = 0. Moreover, φSV ∈
(1− F(0), 1− F(−b)]. Together, at any equilibrium,

1− F(0) < φSV ≤ 1− F(−b) ≤ φPV ,

proving part (a).

Finally, as with public voting, there is a stable equilibrium under secret voting if hφ(φSV , b) <

0, and by construction, one exists. Furthermore, since h(φ, b) is increasing in b, so is φSV at

any stable equilibrium.

Proof of Proposition 6. Fix some stable equilibria φPV(k, n, b) and φSV(k, n, b), and recall

from Lemma 6 that ko(n) ≡ F(0) + [1− F(0)]n. Clearly, ko(n) ∈ (1, n) for n > 1. To prove

part (a), suppose k > ko(n). Then, 1− F(0) < φo(k, n) < 1 by Lemma 6. Next, observe from

part (a) of Lemma 7 that

1− F(0) < φSV(k, n, b) ≤ φPV(k, n, b) for b > 0. (A-13)

Now define φPV(k, n, bL) = φo(k, n); φSV(k, n, bM) = φo(k, n); and φSV(k, n, bH) = 1. Clearly,

each cutoff blame uniquely exists by part (b) of Lemma 7, and 0 < bL < bM < bH < ∞. Then,

for 0 < b ≤ bL, we have that φSV < φPV ≤ φo, which implies that w(φSV , k, n) < w(φPV , k, n)

by the single-peakedness of w(φ, k, n) in φ. On the other hand, for bM ≤ b < bH, we have that

φo ≤ φSV < φPV , and in turn, w(φSV , k, n) > w(φPV , k, n). Finally, for b ≥ bH, we have that

φSV = φPV = 1, which implies that w(φSV , k, n) = w(φPV , k, n) = 0.

To prove part (b), suppose k ≤ ko(n). This implies φo(k, n) ≤ 1 − F(0) by Lemma 6.

Combining this fact with (A-13), the result follows.

Lemma A2.

γR(φ; k, n)− γA(φ; k, n) =
φ(1− φ)p(k− 1; n− 1, φ)

∑k−1
j=0 p(j; n, φ)∑n

j=k p(j; n, φ)
≥ 0.
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Proof. To simplify notation, let X = ∑k−1
j=0 (

n−1
j )φj(1− φ)n−1−j and Y = ∑k−1

j=0 (
n
j)φ

j(1−
φ)n−j. Then, from (28) and (27),

γR(φ; k, n)− γA(φ; k, n) = (1− φ)

[
X
Y
− 1− X

1−Y

]
= (1− φ)

X−Y
Y(1−Y)

,

To determine X−Y, recall that (n
j) = (n−1

j )+ (n−1
j−1). Hence,

Y =
k−1

∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)
φj(1− φ)n−j +

k−1

∑
j=1

(
n− 1
j− 1

)
φj(1− φ)n−j

= (1− φ)X +
k−2

∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)
φj+1(1− φ)n−1−j

= (1− φ)X + φ
k−2

∑
j=0

(
n− 1

j

)
φj(1− φ)n−1−j

= (1− φ)X + φ

[
X−

(
n− 1
k− 1

)
φk−1(1− φ)n−k

]
= X− φ

(
n− 1
k− 1

)
φk−1(1− φ)n−k,

which implies that

X−Y = φp(k− 1; n− 1, φ).

Proof of Proposition 7. Fix r ∈ (1 − F(0), 1), and suppose b < |sL|. Since φSV ≤
1 − F(−b), the latter implies that φSV < 1 for all n. To prove part (a), we first prove two

claims.

Claim A2. Fix φ ∈ [0, 1]. Then, limn→∞ p(k(r, n)− 1; n− 1, φ) = 0.

Proof. Substituting for k(r, n) = rn + 1− r, note that

p(k(r, n)− 1; n− 1, φ) =

(
n− 1

r(n− 1)

)(
φr(1− φ)(1−r)

)n−1
≡ p(φ; r, n).

Straightforward algebra shows that pφ

sign
= r − φ. Hence, r = arg maxφ∈[0,1] p(φ; r, n). Next,

using Stirling’s approximation, i.e., n! ≈
√

2πn
( n

e

)n for a large n,(
n
rn

)
=

n!
(rn)!((1− r)n)!

≈ 1√
2πr(1− r)n [rr(1− r)1−r]

n .
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Hence,

p(φ; r, n) ≈ 1√
2πr(1− r)(n− 1)

[
φr(1− φ)(1−r)

rr(1− r)1−r

]n−1

(A-14)

≤ 1√
2πr(1− r)(n− 1)

[
rr(1− r)(1−r)

rr(1− r)1−r

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

=1

n−1

=
1√

2πr(1− r)(n− 1)
.

From here, limn→∞ p(φ; r, n) = 0.

Claim A3. Slightly abusing notation, let w(φ, r, n) ≡ w(φ, k(r, n), n) and wd(r, n) ≡ w(φd, r, n).

Then, wd(r, n)→ 0 for all d ∈ {PV, SV}, and wPV(r,n)
wSV(r,n) → 0 as n→ ∞.

Proof. Recall from (23) that

wd(r, n) = p(φd; r, n)
∫ sH

F−1[1−φd]
sdF(s).

Since p(φ; r, n)→ 0 as n→ ∞ by Claim A2, we have wd(r, n)→ 0 for d ∈ {PV, SV}, and that

φPV → 1 from (25). Moreover, φSV ∈ (1− F(0), 1− F(−b)). From here, it is immediate that

wPV(r, n)
wSV(r, n)

=

((
φPV

φSV

)r (1− φPV

1− φSV

)1−r)n−1 ∫ sH
F−1[1−φPV ]

sdF(s)∫ sH
F−1[1−φSV ]

sdF(s)
→ 0.

To complete the proof of part (a), observe that wSV(r, n) > 0 given that φSV < 1 for a finite

n. Hence, wSV(r, n) > wPV(r, n) for a sufficiently large n.

To prove part (b), we first show the following result.

Claim A4. limn→∞ φo(r, n) = r.

Proof. By (A-11), xo = xo(r, n) uniquely solves

xo + (k(r, n)− 1)E+[xo] + (n− k(r, n))E−[xo] = 0

⇐⇒
xo + (n− 1)

(
rE+[xo] + (1− r)E−[xo]

)
= 0

⇐⇒
xo

n− 1
+
(
rE+[xo] + (1− r)E−[xo]

)
= 0.
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Since xo ∈ [sL, sH ] ⊂ R, limn→∞ rE+[xo] + (1− r)E−[xo] = 0. Moreover, by definition, (1−
F(xo))E+[xo] + F(xo)E−[xo] = E[s] = 0. Hence, it must be that limn→∞(1− F(xo)) = r, or

equivalently limn→∞ φo(r, n) = r

To complete the proof of part (b), pick some integer m > 1, and abusing the notation

with r−majority, fix some stable equilibria φPV(r, n, b) and φSV(r, n, b). Define b∗ such that

φPV(r, m, b∗) = φo(m, r). Clearly b∗ > 0 because φPV(r, m, 0) = 1 − F(0) and φPV(r, m, b)

is increasing in b. Take some b ∈ (0, b∗). Then, φSV(r, m, b) < φPV(r, m, b) ≤ φo(r, m). By

continuity of the optimal and equilibrium strategies in n, there must exist a real number

n < m such that φSV(r, n, b) < φPV(r, n, b) ≤ φo(r, n) for n ∈ [n, m]. Moreover, given that

φPV(r, ∞, b) − φo(r, ∞) = 1 − r > 0, there must also exist a real number n > m such that

φPV(r, n, b) = φo(r, n), and φSV(r, n, b) < φPV(r, n, b) ≤ φo(r, n) for n ∈ [m, n]. Together, it

follows that the planner strictly prefers public voting to secret voting for all committee n ∈
[n, n], which includes m by construction and thus, is nonempty.

Proof of Proposition 8. The same as the proof of Proposition 3.

Proof of Proposition 9. We first verify our claim in the text: experts’ voting strategies

depend only on the net blame, ∆b ≡ b− − b+.

Consider public voting. Clearly, optimally conditional on being pivotal, expert i accepts

the project if: p(k− 1; n− 1, φPV)si − b+ > −b−, which reduces to:

p(k− 1; n− 1, φPV)si > −∆b. (A-15)

Next, consider secret voting. Recall that βSV
i (ρ = 1) = Pr{σi = 0|ρ = 1, φSV} and βSV

i (ρ = 0) =

Pr{σi = 0|ρ = 0, φSV} as defined in (27) and (28). Similarly, let

βSV,+
i (ρ = 1) = Pr{σi = 1|ρ = 1, φSV}

=
φSV ∑n−1

j=k−1 p(j; n− 1, φSV)

∑n
j=k p(j; n, φSV)

and

βSV,+
i (ρ = 0) = Pr{σi = 1|ρ = 0, φSV}

=
φSV ∑k−2

j=0 p(j; n− 1, φSV)

∑k−1
j=0 p(j; n, φSV)

.
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Hence, expert i accepts the project if:

n−1

∑
j=k−1

p(j; n− 1, φSV)(si − (βSV,+
i (ρ = 1)b+ + βSV

i (ρ = 1)b−)

−
k−2

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φSV)(βSV,+
i (ρ = 0)b+ + βSV

i (ρ = 0)b−)

>

n−1

∑
j=k

p(j; n− 1, φSV)(si − (βSV,+
i (ρ = 1)b+ + βSV

i (ρ = 1)b−)

−
k−1

∑
j=0

(βSV,+
i (ρ = 0)b+ + βSV

i (ρ = 0)b−),

or, simplifying terms, if:

si > −
[
(βSV

i (ρ = 0)− βSV
i (ρ = 1))b− + (βSV,+

i (ρ = 0)− βSV,+
i (ρ = 1))b+

]
. (A-16)

From Lemma A2, we already know that

βSV
i (ρ = 0)− βSV

i (ρ = 1) = γR(φSV ; k, n)− γA(φSV ; k, n).

Straightforward algebra reveals that

βSV,+
i (ρ = 0)− βSV,+

i (ρ = 1) = −(γR(φSV ; k, n)− γA(φSV ; k, n)).

Therefore, (A-16) becomes

si > −
[
γR(φSV ; k, n)− γA(φSV ; k, n)

]
∆b. (A-17)

Evidently, by substituting ∆b for b in (25) and (29), we respectively obtain (A-15) and (A-17).

To prove the proposition, let ∆b < 0 and fix some stable equilibria. As in the proof of

Proposition 6, we can readily show that φPV ≤ φSV < 1 − F(0), with a strict inequality

whenever φSV > 0. We can also show that φd (d = PV, SV) is a decreasing function of |∆b|.
Thus, for k ≥ ko(n), we have that φPV ≤ φSV < φo, which implies w(φPV , k, n) ≤ w(φSV , k, n)

by the single-peakedness of w(φ, k, n) in φ, with a strict inequality whenever φSV > 0.

To prove part (b), suppose k < ko(n) and define φPV(k, n,−b̂L) = φo(k, n); φSV(k, n,−b̂M) =

φo(k, n); and φSV(k, n,−b̂H) = 0. As in the proof of Proposition 6, we can establish the unique-

ness of each cutoff blame, and 0 < b̂L < b̂M < b̂H < ∞. Then, for 0 < |∆b| ≤ b̂L, we have that

φo ≤ φPV < φSV , which implies that w(φSV , k, n) < w(φPV , k, n). On the other hand, for b̂M ≤
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|∆b| < b̂H, we have that φPV < φSV ≤ φo, and in turn, w(φSV , k, n) > w(φPV , k, n). Finally, for

|∆b| ≥ b̂H, we have that φSV = φPV = 0, which implies that w(φSV , k, n) = w(φPV , k, n) = 0.

Proof of Proposition 10.

Proof. Suppose that the signal distribution, F, is symmetric about its mean, 0. Let W+

(resp. W−) represent the event that the ex post value of the project, ∑j sj/n, is positive (resp.

negative). Also let Gi be the cumulative density function of ∑j 6=i sj. Since signals are i.i.d., it

must be that Gi = G for all i, and that G is also symmetric about its mean, 0. While the former

property of Gi is immediate, we prove the latter formally in Claim A5.

Claim A5. Let X and Y be two independent and symmetric continuous random variables, each

with mean 0. Then, X + Y is also symmetric about its mean, 0.

Proof. Let fX and fY be the respective probability density functions. Then,

fX+Y(z) =
∫ ∞

−∞
fX(z− y) fY(y)dy

=
∫ ∞

−∞
fX(−z + y) fY(−y)dy (due to symmetry)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
fX(−z− y) fY(y)dy (change of variables)

= fX+Y(−z).

Hence, X + Y is symmetric about its mean.

The probabilities of the two events conditional on expert i’s signal are, respectively,

Pr
{

W+|si
}

= Pr
{

∑j sj

n
> 0|si

}
(A-18)

= Pr

{
∑
j 6=i

sj > −si|si

}
= 1− G (−si) ,

and

Pr
{

W−|si
}
= G (−si) . (A-19)

Next, we determine the equilibrium criterion for expert i to vote Yes under each disclosure

regime. To do so, we condition the project’s ex post value on the vote profile. Let vci = ∑j 6=i σi

be the number of Yes votes except for expert i’s.
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Under public voting, given his signal si and others’ strategies φPV , expert i votes Yes if:(
n−1

∑
j=k−1

p(j; n− 1, φPV)

)
si −

n−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φPV)× Pr
{

W−|si, vci = j, φPV
}

b2

> (A-20)(
n−1

∑
j=k

p(j; n− 1, φPV)

)
si − b1 −

n−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φPV)× Pr
{

W+|si, vci = j, φPV
}

b2.

Clearly, ∑n−1
j=0 p(j; n− 1, φPV)×Pr

{
W−|si, vci = j, φPV} = Pr {W−|si} and ∑n−1

j=0 p(j; n− 1, φPV)×
Pr
{

W+|si, vci = j, φPV} = Pr {W+|si} . Then, together with (A-18) and (A-19), (A-20) reduces

to:

p(k− 1, n− 1, φPV)si > −(b1 + [1− 2G(−si)] b2). (A-21)

The equilibrium criterion under secret voting is more involved since the observers must

infer expert i’s vote from the committee decision, ρ. Recall our notation from (27) and (28)

that βSV
i (ρ = 1) = Pr{σi = 0|ρ = 1, φSV} and βSV

i (ρ = 0) = Pr{σi = 0|ρ = 0, φSV}.
Also recall from the proof of Proposition 9 that βSV,+

i (ρ = 1) = Pr{σi = 1|ρ = 1, φSV} and

βSV,+
i (ρ = 0) = Pr{σi = 1|ρ = 0, φSV}. Under secret voting, expert i votes Yes if:

n−1

∑
j=k−1

p(j; n− 1, φSV)
[
si − βSV

i (ρ = 1)b1 − Pr
{

W+|si, vci = j, φSV
}

βSV
i (ρ = 1)b2

−Pr
{

W−|si, vci = j, φSV
}

βSV,+
i (ρ = 1)b2

]
+

k−2

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φSV)
[
0− βSV

i (ρ = 0)b1 − Pr
{

W+|si, vci = j, φSV
}

βSV
i (ρ = 0)b2

−Pr
{

W−|si, vci = j, φSV
}

βSV,+
i (ρ = 0)b2

]
>

n−1

∑
j=k

p(j; n− 1, φSV)
[
si − βSV

i (ρ = 1)b1 − Pr
{

W+|si, vci = j, φSV
}

βSV
i (ρ = 1)b2

−Pr
{

W−|si, vci = j, φSV
}

βSV,+
i (ρ = 1)b2

]
+

k−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φSV)
[
0− βSV

i (ρ = 0)b1 − Pr
{

W+|si, vci = j, φSV
}

βSV
i (ρ = 0)b2

−Pr
{

W−|si, vci = j, φSV
}

βSV,+
i (ρ = 0)b2

]
.
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or, simplifying terms, if:

si > −
[

βSV
i (ρ = 0)− βSV

i (ρ = 1)
]

b1

−Pr
{

W+|si, vci = k− 1, φSV
} [

βSV
i (ρ = 0)− βSV

i (ρ = 1)
]

b2 (A-22)

−Pr
{

W−|si, vci = k− 1, φSV
} [

βSV,+
i (ρ = 0)− βSV,+

i (ρ = 1)
]

b2.

From Lemma A2, we know that

βSV
i (ρ = 0)− βSV

i (ρ = 1) = γR(φSV ; k, n)− γA(φSV ; k, n) ≥ 0,

and

βSV,+
i (ρ = 0)− βSV,+

i (ρ = 1) = −(γR(φSV ; k, n)− γA(φSV ; k, n)).

Substituting for these facts and noting that vci = k − 1 is the pivotal event, (A-22) further

simplifies to:

si > −
[
b1 + b2(Pr

{
W+|si, piv

}
− Pr

{
W−|si, piv

}
)
]

(A-23)

×
[
γR(φSV ; k, n)− γA(φSV ; k, n)

]
.

Armed with (A-21) and (A-23), we now prove Proposition 10. Suppose b1 = 0 and

b2 > 0. Since G(0) = 1/2 by symmetry, we have that [1− 2G(−si)] b2 ≥ 0 for si > 0

and [1− 2G(−si)] b2 ≤ 0 for si < 0. Hence, by (A-21), sPV
i = sPV = 0 or equivalently,

φPV = 1− F(0) = 1
2 , as claimed.

Next, take k > ko(n) and suppose, to the contrary, φSV ≤ 1
2 . This implies an equilibrium

cutoff sSV ≥ 0 at which (A-23) holds with equality. Note, however, that Pr
{

W+|sSV , piv
}
>

1
2 > Pr

{
W−|sSV , piv

}
for sSV ≥ 0, and γR(φSV , .)− γA(φSV , .) > 0.30 Then, the right-hand

side of (A-23) is strictly negative, contradicting sSV ≥ 0. Hence, φSV > 1
2 for k > ko(n).

Analogous arguments reveal that φSV ≤ 1
2 for k ≤ ko(n), with an equality whenever k =

ko(n). As a result, φSV − 1
2

sign
= k− ko(n).

To prove part (a), suppose b1 = 0. Note that the existence of stable equilibria under secret

voting with a social-minded observer can be established analogously to Lemma 7, with the

30To understand Pr
{

W+|sSV , piv
}
> 1

2 > Pr
{

W−|sSV , piv
}

for sSV ≥ 0, note that ko(n) = n+1
2 given F(0) = 1

2 .
When k > ko(n), the pivotal event, therefore, contains more (positive) signals above the cutoff sSV than below.
This fact implies that ex post the project is strictly more likely to have a positive value than a negative value.

To understand the last inequality, observe that γR(φSV , .)− γA(φSV , .) = 0 cannot occur in equilibrium; other-
wise, we would have sSV = 0 by (A-23) and in turn, φSV = 1

2 , implying γR(φSV , .)− γA(φSV , .) 6= 0 by Lemma
A2, a contradiction.
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following property: (P1) φSV is strictly increasing (resp. strictly decreasing) in b2 for k > ko

(resp. k < ko).

Now take k > ko. Then, φo > 1
2 by Lemma 6. Moreover, from (A-23), φSV = 1

2 for

b2 = 0. Let the cutoff blame b2 ∈ (0, ∞] be a solution to: φSV(., b2) = φo, where b2 = ∞ if

φSV(., b2) < φo for all b2. By (P1), b2 is unique. In addition, for b2 ∈ (0, b2],

φPV(., b2) =
1
2
< φSV(., b2) ≤ φo.

Therefore, given the single-peakedness of w(φ, k, n) in φ, secret voting strictly dominates pub-

lic voting for b2 ∈ (0, b2]. A similar argument also holds for k < ko, completing the proof of

part (a).

For part (b), suppose b1 > 0 and k > ko. The existence of stable equilibria under both

disclosure regimes can also be established analogously to Lemma 7, with these properties:

(P2) φPV is decreasing in b2, (P3) φPV = 1
2 for b2 ≥ b2 > 0, and (P4) φSV > 1

2 for all b2 > 0.

(P2) and (P3) are immediate from (A-21). (P4) is established as in the case for b1 = 0 above.

To prove (b), suppose b1 ∈ (0, bL], where bL is as defined in Proposition 6(a). From the

proof of Proposition 6, recall that 1− F(0) < φSV < φPV ≤ φo for b2 = 0. Let b2,L ≤ b2,M

be the smallest and the largest solutions to: φSV(., b2) = φPV(., b2). (P3) and (P4) imply 0 <

b2,L ≤ b2,M < ∞. Thus, by continuity, φSV(., b2) < φPV(., b2) holds for b2 ∈ [0, b2,L). Moreover,

by (P2), φPV(., b2) < φo for b2 ∈ (0, b2,L), revealing that public voting is strictly optimal. Next,

let b2,H be the smallest solution to: φSV(., b2) = φo, with the convention that b2,H = ∞ if

φSV < φo for all b2. Clearly, b2,M < b2,H and, by the definitions of b2,M and b2,H, we have that

φPV(., b2) < φSV(., b2) ≤ φo for b2 ∈ (b2,M, b2,H ]. Thus, secret voting is strictly optimal for

b2 ∈ (b2,M, b2,H ].

Appendix B: Heterogenous blame

In this appendix, we extend Proposition 1 to heterogenous disutilities of blame. Let bi > 0

be expert i’s disutility, which is commonly known as in the model. Note that with such het-

erogeneity, it is no longer reasonable to impose symmetry in optimal strategy. Nevertheless,

under a mild distributional assumption (see the remark below), we show that this is the case.

In its statement, recall that E+ [x] ≡ E[s|s > x].

Lemma B1. Consider the base model with the unanimity rule, and suppose that E+ [x] − x is

strictly decreasing in x. Then, the optimal voting strategy is unique, interior, and symmetric: φo
i (n) =

φo(n) ∈ (0, 1), where φo(n) is as found in Lemma 1.
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Proof. Let x = (x1, ..., xn) be the cutoff signal profile. Then, under the unanimity rule, the

principal’s ex ante payoff is given by:

w(x, n) ≡ Πj[1− F(xj)]
∑n

i=1 E+[xj]

n
.

From here, the first-order condition with respect to xj is:

∂w(x, n)
dxi

= − f (xo
i )Πj 6=i[1− F(xo

j )]

(
xo

i + ∑j 6=i E+[xo
j ]

n

)
= 0,

which implies

xo
i = −∑j 6=i E+

[
xo

j

]
,

or by arranging terms,

E+ [xo
i ]− xo

i = ∑i E+ [xo
i ] .

Hence,

E+ [xo
1]− xo

1 = E+ [xo
2]− xo

2 = ... = E+ [xo
n]− xo

n.

Since E+ [x]− x is strictly decreasing in x, it must be that

xo
i = xo for all i.

This means that without loss of generality, we can focus on symmetric cutoffs. The result then

follows from Lemma 1.

Remark 5 In reliability theory, E+ [x]− x is called the mean-residual-life function; see Bagnoli and

Bergstrom (2005, Section 4.1). And it is strictly decreasing in x if the signal distribution, F, has a

strictly increasing hazard rate, i.e., d
ds

[
f (s)

1−F(s)

]
> 0, which is satisfied by many well-known distribu-

tions, including the Uniform and Normal.

Proposition B1. Fix n and consider the unanimity rule. Then, there exist unique levels of blame

0 < b̃L(n) < b̃M(n) < b̃H(n) < ∞ such that the planner strictly prefers public voting if bi ≤ b̃L(n)

for all i, and secret voting if b̃M(n) ≤ bi < b̃H(n) for all i.

Proof. Let φi be the probability that agent i votes Yes. Also let q = Πjφj and qi = Πj 6=iφj

be the project’s probability of acceptance and the pivot probability of agent i, respectively.

Clearly, qi =
q
φi

.

Public voting. As in Section 3.1, expert i votes Yes if:

qisi > −bi
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=⇒
q
φi

si > −bi

=⇒
φi = 1− F

(
−bi

q
φi

)
. (B-1)

Define h(φi,
bi
q ) = 1 − F

(
− bi

q φi

)
− φi. Note that h(1 − F(0), bi

q ) ≥ 0 and h(1, bi
q ) ≤ 0.

Thus, by continuity, there exists a solution φi = g( bi
q ) to h(φi,

bi
q ) = 0. There may, however, be

multiple solutions. Take the smallest of these solutions at which g′ ≥ 0, with strict inequality

whenever bi
q < 1.

Next, observe that by definition,

q = Πig
(

bi

q

)
. (B-2)

It is readily verified that there is a unique solution, qPV = qPV(b) ∈ (0, 1], to (B-2), engender-

ing equilibrium strategies:

φPV
i = g

(
bi

qPV

)
. (B-3)

Moreover, it is immediate from (B-2) and (B-3) that qPV is increasing in bi for all i, and that

φPV
i ≤ φPV

j for bi ≤ bj.

Secret voting. As in Section 3.2, expert i votes Yes if:

si > −βSV
i (ρ = 0)bi,

which, given that βSV
i (ρ = 0) = 1−φi

1−q , implies the equilibrium condition:

φi = 1− F
(
−1− φi

1− q
bi

)
. (B-4)

Using the similar arguments to public voting, it is verified that there is a unique solution to

(B-4):

φi = z
(

bi

1− q

)
,

where z′ > 0. To establish the existence of an equilibrium, note that by definition,

q = Πiz
(

bi

1− q

)
. (B-5)

Clearly, there is a solution, qPV = qPV(b) ∈ (0, 1], to (B-5), resulting in

φSV
i = z

(
bi

1− qSV

)
. (B-6)
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From (B-5) and (B-6), note that qPV , and in turn φSV
i , is increasing in bj for all j,

To complete the proof, let b̃L(n), b̃M(n), and b̃H(n) uniquely solve the following equations,

respectively:

g
(

b
qPV(b, 0, ..., 0)

)
= φo(n)

z
(

b
1− qSV(b, ..., b)

)
= φo(n)

z
(

b
1− qSV(b, ..., b)

)
= 1.

Suppose bi ≤ b̃L(n) for all i. Then, φPV
i ≤ φo(n) since qPV is increasing in bi for all i and thus,

qPV(b, ..., b, b) ≥ qPV(0, ..., 0, b). Moreover, from (B-1) and (B-4), φSV
i < 1− F(−bi) ≤ φPV

i .

Hence, the planner strictly prefers public voting by the single-peakedness of her expected

payoff in φ, as in Proposition 1. Finally, suppose b̃M(n) ≤ bi < b̃H(n) for all i. Then, φSV
i ≥

φo(n), which, given φPV
i > φSV

i , implies that the planner strictly prefers secret voting.

Appendix C: Random disclosure

In Proposition 4, we show that for moderate levels of blame, partially public voting, in

which only the vote count is disclosed, strictly dominates both public and secret voting. In

this appendix, we show that if feasible, a random disclosure regime would do even better.

Formally, consider the baseline model with the unanimity rule, and suppose that the planner

publicly commits ex ante to disclosing all the votes with probability p and none with proba-

bility 1− p. Once p becomes public, experts vote simultaneously Yes or No. Clearly, under

this disclosure regime, an expert will be blamed for a No vote in two events: (1) the project

is rejected and the vote is kept secret ex post, and (2) he votes No and the vote is disclosed ex

post. Therefore, conditional on equilibrium strategy φ, expert i votes Yes if:

φn−1si − (1− p)(1− φn−1)
1− φ

1− φn b > −
(

p + (1− p)
1− φ

1− φn

)
b.

⇐⇒
si > −

(
p

1
φn−1 + (1− p)

1− φ

1− φn

)
b

=⇒

φ = 1− F
(
−
(

p
1

φn−1 + (1− p)
1− φ

1− φn

)
b
)

. (C-1)
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As expected, (C-1) augments (9) and (13), admitting them as special cases for p = 1 and

p = 0, respectively.

Lemma C1. There is a unique solution, φ∗(n, b, p), to (C-1). Moreover, φ∗(n, b, p) is increasing in

b and p.

Proof. Similar to those of Lemmas 2 and 3.

Given Lemma C1, the following result extends Propositions 1 and 4.

Proposition C1. For bL(n) < b < bM(n), there exists unique po(n, b) ∈ (0, 1) such that

φ∗(n, b, p) = φo(n).

Proof. Recall from the proof of Proposition 1 that bL and bM are the unique levels of blame

that solve the respective equations: φPV(n, b) = φo(n) and φSV(n, b) = φo(n). Moreover, by

definition, φ∗(n, b, 1) = φPV(n, b) and φ∗(n, b, 0) = φSV(n, b). Since φo(n) ∈ (1− F(0), 1), and

φ∗(n, b, p) is strictly increasing in p for bL(n) < b < bM(n), the result follows.

Appendix D: Allocating blame among no voters equally

In the baseline model, we have assumed that when blamed, each committee member re-

ceives a fixed disutility, b, independent of other No voters. In this appendix, we establish

the robustness of our results to an alternative specification, in which the observer equally

allocates a fixed “budget” of blame across all (potential) No voters.

Proposition D1. Consider the baseline model with the unanimity rule, but suppose that the observer

allocates the total blame of B equally among the No voters. Then, in the unique equilibrium,

φSV(n, B) = φPP(n, B) ≤ φPV(n, B). Moreover, (a) φPV is increasing in n and B; (b) φSV is

decreasing in n but increasing in B.

Proof. Under public voting, given others’ voting strategy φ, expert i votes Yes if:

φn−1si > −
n−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φ)

(
B

(n− 1− j) + 1

)
. (D-1)

where, again, p(j; n− 1, φ) is the binomial probability of exactly j Yes votes out of n− 1. (D-1)

is the same as (8) except that on the right-hand side, b is replaced with B
(n−1−j)+1 – the shared
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blame. Note that

n−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φ)

(
B

(n− 1− j) + 1

)
=

n−1

∑
j=0

(n− 1)!
j!(n− 1− j)!

φj(1− φ)n−1−j
(

B
n− j

)

=
n−1

∑
j=0

(n− 1)!
j!(n− j)!

φj(1− φ)n−1−jB

=
n−1

∑
j=0

(
n
j

)
φj(1− φ)n−j

(
B

n(1− φ)

)
= (1− φn)

(
B

n(1− φ)

)
.

Hence, (D-1) reduces to:

φn−1si > −(1− φn)

(
B

n(1− φ)

)
,

which implies the equilibrium condition:

φ = 1− F
(
− 1− φn

φn−1(1− φ)

B
n

)
. (D-2)

It can be verified that the right-hand side of (D-2) is strictly decreasing in φ and increasing

in n. Hence, as in Lemma 2, there is a unique solution, φPV(n, B), to (D-2) and that part (a)

follows.

Next, consider partially public voting. Then, expert i votes Yes if:

φn−1si +
n−2

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φ)

(
−n− (j + 1)

n
B

n− (j + 1)

)
>

n−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φ)

(
−n− j

n
B

n− j

)
,

(D-3)

⇐⇒
φn−1si +

n−2

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φ)(−B
n
) >

n−1

∑
j=0

p(j; n− 1, φ)

(
−B

n

)
⇐⇒

φn−1si > φn−1
(
−B

n

)
⇐⇒

si > −
B
n
=⇒ φPP(n, B) = 1− F

(
−B

n

)
.

Finally, under secret voting, let ΛSV
i (ρ = 0) be expert i’s expected blame conditional on
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the project’s rejection. Then, given experts’ voting strategy φ,

ΛSV
i (ρ = 0) =

(1− φ)∑n−1
j=0 p(j; n− 1, φ)( B

n−j )

1− φn

=
(1− φ)

[
(1−φn)
(1−φ)

B
n

]
1− φn

=
B
n

.

Hence, expert i votes Yes if:

φn−1si + (1− φn−1)

(
−B

n

)
> −B

n
,

⇐⇒
si > −

B
n
=⇒ φSV(n, B) = 1− F

(
−B

n

)
.

Clearly, φSV(n, B) = φPP(n, B), and part (b) follows. Moreover, since 1−φn

φn−1(1−φ)
≥ 1, we also

have that φPP(n, B) ≤ φPV(n, B), as claimed.

Remark 6 For the public and secret voting, Proposition D1 mimics the comparative statics in Lemmas

2 and 3. Thus, similar results to Section 4 follow. The qualitative difference is that when blame is

allocated among the No voters, secret and partially public voting are strategically equivalent. The

reason is that one’s expected blame is B
n regardless of the vote profile in each regime.
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